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Summary
Signal classification is widely applied in science and engineering such as in audio and 
visual signal processing. The performance of a typical classification system depends 
highly on the features (used to represent a signal in a lower dimensional space) and 
the classification algorithms (used to determine the category of the signal based on the 
features). Recent developments show that dictionary learning based sparse representa­
tion techniques have the potential to offer improved performance over the conventional 
techniques for feature extraction, such as mel frequency cepstrum coefficient (MFCC) 
and classifier design, such as support vector machine (SVM). In this thesis, we fo­
cus on dictionary learning based methods for signal classification and address several 
challenges as explained below.
First we study the potential of using dictionary learning algorithms such as K-SVD for 
sparse feature extraction obtained by Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP). Specifi­
cally, we have proposed the use of pooling and sampling techniques in audio domain to 
unify the dimension of feature vectors, and to improve computational efficiency. The 
proposed algorithm is also shown to have advantages for noisy signal classification.
Most dictionary learning algorithms have been developed for vector/matrix form of 
data. Our second contribution is to extend dictionary learning algorithms for high 
dimensional tensor data and use them to design classifiers. Different from existing 
tensor dictionary learning methods, we introduce various constraints on the dictionary 
learning process such as structured sparsity constraints on the core tensor and discrim­
inative constraints on the dictionaries based on the data-spread information measured 
by Fisher criterion. Such constraints facilitate the design of discriminative classifiers 
based on reconstruction error and further improve the overall performance even with 
reduced amount of training data.
Recently, structured block sparsity in vector/matrix based dictionary learning method 
has been shown to outperform signal classification in terms of non-block sparse recon­
struction error. In our third contribution, we extend the concept of structured-block 
sparsity to tensors by providing underlying dictionaries with block structure. We de­
velop an algorithm for structured block-sparse tensor representation and perform clas­
sification based upon the block sparse tensor reconstruction error. Our algorithm shows 
improved performance over its matrix based counter-parts and comparable performance 
with our previous tensor based method.
Our dictionary learning based classification methods are applied on audio and image 
data for various application scenarios such as speech and music discrimination, speaker 
identification, digit and face recognition. The experimental results confirm the advan­
tage of the proposed algorithms over several state-of-the-art baseline algorithms.
K ey w ords: Dictionary Learning, Sparse Coding, Tensor factorization and Decompo­
sition, Audio Classification, Machine Learning, Block Sparsity, Classification, Speaker
Recognition, Digit Recognition, Face Recognition.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Signal classification is an important task in different fields of science and engineering. 
It helps to learn relationships and structures hidden in the data and make predictions 
about future unseen data. It has wide spread applications in fields as diverse as business, 
medical sciences, astrophysics, security and surveillance [1] .
For a classification system, two components are of major importance: (1) feature ex­
traction (2) learning methods. For example, raw speech data often contains redundant 
information. In speech recognition, before training a classifier, the raw signal is first 
represented in a low dimensional feature space as e.g. linear predictive coding (LPC) 
coefficients and mel frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC).
Other part of the classification system, learning algorithm, uses those features to train 
the system. This training process gives rise to a classifier/model which defines decision 
boundaries for each class of signals. Inspired by human neural systems, one such learn­
ing algorithm is the Neural Network (NN) which emulates human neurological system 
to categorise a signal into its relevant class. Other examples include Decision Trees 
(DT) [2], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [2] and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) 
[3]. All of these algorithms are different in their utility, computational complexity, 
performance errors and training models. Recent developments in the field of sparse 
representation have given rise to dictionary learning algorithms which share a common 
theme of learn-from-data with the traditional learning algorithms. These algorithms
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learn a classifier model from signal features. Hence a feature extraction part along with 
the classifier makes a complete classification system.
Depending upon the type of training data, learning methods can be divided into three 
categories:
• Supervised Learning
• Unsupervised Learning
• Semi-supervised Learning
In supervised learning, the classification model is trained by data with known label 
information while in case of unsupervised version, the label of the training data is 
unknown. However in some cases, in addition to the labelled training data, some of the 
data is available without label information. In this case, the learning method is known 
as semi-supervised.
One of the well-known unsupervised learning algorithms is K-means that is used to learn 
the set of descriptive vectors These descriptive vectors constitute a codebook
that is used to represent the input signals. In this way, a large number of input samples 
are represented by only one vector of the codebook with which they have the smallest 
distance (e.g. Euclidean distance). Though this performs a high compression of the 
input sample space, it lacks the more accurate representation as the input signal may 
be a combination of many codebook vectors and the representation of a signal by a 
single vector may introduce errors. This under-representation of a signal gives rise to 
incomplete features and thus makes it unsuitable for signal classification. This issue is 
addressed by the Bag of Features (BoF) model [4] that converts an input signal into 
an unordered collection of local features, quantizes them into discrete features using 
K-means learned codebook, and then computes a compact histogram representation in 
terms of codebook vectors. Recent work in classification [5] shows that BoF based on 
sparse coding outperforms the traditional BoF model based on K-means and vector 
quantization particularly for image classification. This may be because of relatively 
coarse representation of signals in terms of K-means learned codebook as compared to 
sparse codes which are based on dictionary learning techniques. This motivates the use
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of dictionary learning algorithms for generating sparse features that can be used for 
signal classification.
1.1 D ictionary Learning and Sparse C oding
In recent years, parametrized waveforms termed as atoms, are being used to represent 
signals. A collection of those atoms constitute a dictionary that can be used to represent 
a signal y as:
y  =  Ax (1.1)
where A is a dictionary matrix and x is a coefficient vector whose elements are used to 
linearly combine the dictionary atoms to synthesize y. Equation (1.1) can further be 
represented as: '
y = Y^Xiai (1.2)
i
where represents a dictionary atom and Xi is the coefficient corresponding to In 
this representation, if a large number of coefficients are zero, then the representation 
of the signal y is considered as sparse.
Depending upon the dictionary type, a signal can be represented in terms of either 
pre-defined basis such as Fourier, chirplets, wavelets or the one that is learned from 
the signal. Although pre-defined dictionaries are flexible for the approximation of 
different types of signals, there is no guarantee that such basis will provide best signal 
representation. Instead, learned dictionaries were shown to have better performance 
compared to pre-defined dictionaries for speech [6] and image [7] reconstruction. This 
may be because they are more tuned to the input signal structures.
Learned dictionaries, particularly over-complete ones where dictionary size is greater 
than the signal dimension, have been used for the sparse representation of signals [8]. 
The sparse coefficients succinctly represent the input signals by selecting those dictio­
nary atoms which have high contribution towards signal representation. For example 
in de-noising or enhancement, the sparse coefficients representing noise are different
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from the one representing actual information in the signal, hence discarding the noise 
coefficients enhances the signal quality. This resulted in the development and deploy­
ment of dictionary learning based algorithms in diverse fields such as source separation 
[9], coding [6], signal de-noising [7], and content analysis [10].
For signal classification, dictionary learning based algorithms have been used for audio 
[11], image [12] and gene classification [13]. These methods have either outperformed 
or showed at least comparable performances for classification as compared to the tra­
ditional machine learning approaches in their respective fields. This may be due to 
the different sparse coefficients having different support for different types (classes) of 
signals. The discriminative characteristics of sparse features stimulate their employ­
ability in classification applications. These sparse coefficients require the dictionaries 
containing information peculiar to a class. Hence we learn class-specific dictionaries 
to generate class-specific sparse coefficients. In Chapter 3, we use sparse coefficients 
for audio classification. When a large number of these audio signals are converted to 
sparse features on a frame-by-frame basis, it also poses computational complexities in 
training and testing phases of a classifier. Hence there is a need for a method that 
could efficiently summarize the large number of sparse feature vectors per sample into 
a smaller number without compromising the classification performance.
Inspired by these motivations, in Chapter 3, we use dictionary learning algorithms to 
obtain class-specific dictionaries and introduce different variations in extracting the 
class-specific sparse coefficients by various pooling methods [14]. The pooling tech­
niques also help in selecting the most relevant dictionary atoms for sparse representation 
that boost up the overall classification performance.
The dictionary learning algorithms for signal classification are normally based on one 
dimensional data, called vectors. In many applications such as images and videos, 
the original data is available in the form of two or three dimensional (tensors) form 
which if converted to a vector may cause deformation of the original signal structure. 
Work in [15] shows that this deformation of signal structure in matrix based learning 
methods make them inferior to tensor (high dimensional data) based methods in signal 
representation. Hence, it is highly desirable to develop algorithms that could learn
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dictionaries without distorting the original multi-dimensional structure of the data. 
This leads to the tensor dictionary learning problem as in [16].
1.2 Tensor D ictionary Learning for H igh-dim ensional D ata
Unlike two dimensional data such as matrix, higher dimensional data is often rep­
resented as tensor which is formed by combining low dimensional data models (e.g. 
matrices) along a specific dimension. A typical example of 3-dimensional tensor is 
formed by stacking matrices one after the other along the third dimension.
Each dimension of the tensor contains important information which can be captured 
by decomposing them into its constituent factors. These factors are usually smaller in 
size and helps to compress the tensor data along-with capturing salient information. 
One such method is suggested by Tucker [16] which decomposes a tensor into its factor 
dictionaries and a core tensor. This core tensor coupled with the dictionaries establishes 
the latent relationship between different dimensions of the original tensor.
TUCKER dictionary learning algorithms have evolved through different variations in 
learning factor dictionaries and the core tensor. Some methods apply non-negative 
constraints to obtain non-negative factors [17] while others enforce sparsity on the 
factors along with the non-negative constraints [18].
These tensor dictionary learning methods have been used in wide applications such 
as computer vision, data mining and face recognition. In classification applications, 
the TUCKER decomposition method is used to find out either the core tensor which 
acts as features for input data [17] or its dictionaries that can be used to build up 
classifiers [19]. In the former case, the non-negativity as well as sparsity constraints 
have been applied to the dictionaries and the core tensor. However, in the latter case, 
only non-negative constraints have been applied as in [19]. In our work, sparsity is also 
applied in the second case and its effect on the classification performances is studied, 
as detailed in Chapter 4.
The sparsity normally applied in the TUCKER decomposition is usually unstructured 
where non-zero elements are scattered in the dictionaries and in the core tensor ar-
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bitrarily. This configuration is useful in many applications. However, recent works 
in structured sparse representation for vectors show better classification accuracies as 
compared to non-structured one [20]. Hence there is a potential that the classification 
performances could be improved if structured sparsity is employed in tensors. Thus in 
Chapter 4, we investigate the application of structured sparsity (block sparsity) on the 
core tensor of the TUCKER model to build up classifiers for tensor data.
1.3 B lock D ictionary for Tensor B lock Sparsity
Recent developments suggest that the classification can be performed by exploiting the 
block sparse structure during signal reconstruction [21]. This method is based upon 
vector/matrix data where a signal is classified based upon block sparse reconstruction 
error as opposed to non-block traditional sparse reconstruction error. In Chapter 5, 
we extend this concept to tensors and develop an algorithm that introduces structured 
block sparsity in the core tensor and the classification is also performed based upon 
block sparse reconstruction error. However, this requires underlying dictionary with 
block structure where atoms inside a block are more correlated with one another as 
compared to the atoms across multiple blocks. Hence we also devise a method to 
form block dictionaries where each block represents a sub-space of a particular class of 
signals.
1.4 C ontributions
Inspired from the above mentioned motivations, we have made following contributions 
towards the scholastic investigation of these issues:
1. Since the classification process involves feature extraction as well as the clas­
sifier training, we first use dictionary learning algorithm to learn class-specific 
dictionaries which are then used to extract class-specific sparse features of audio 
signals. The sparse features obtained are then summarized to a single sparse 
feature vector per signal by applying pooling techniques before feeding them to a
1.5. Thesis Outline
classifier. The pooled sparse features are compared with the other conventional 
audio features. It is shown that the sparse features show high and consistent 
classification performance under the varying levels of additive noise.
2. We develop a new dictionary learning algorithm for multidimensional tensor data 
which factorizes the data block into its smaller factors with structured-sparsity 
(block sparsity) constraints on one of its factors (core tensor) as opposed to non­
structured sparsity constraints. The block sparse core tensor coupled with the 
dictionaries is then used to build classifiers. The block sparse structures in the 
core tensor helps to select those dictionary atoms which are particular to a class 
and thus introducing discriminative capability in the classifiers.
3. The dictionary learning algorithm developed is further extended to learn discrimi­
native dictionaries by incorporating additional data-spread information measured 
by Fisher discriminant criterion in the dictionary learning process while preserv­
ing the block sparsity in the core tensor. This shows improved performance for 
the classification applications of speaker identification and digit recognition.
4. This notion of sparsity used in tensors is further extended to the structured 
block sparse core tensor along with block dictionaries. Instead of finding the 
sparse representation in terms of dictionary atoms, sparse representations are 
computed in terms of blocks of the underlying dictionaries and the classification 
is performed in terms of block sparse reconstruction error. This block sparse 
representation is then used for face recognition in comparison with the state of 
the art vector/matrix based block sparse representation which shows improved 
performance of tensor based method over its vector/matrix counterparts.
1.5 Thesis O utline
In what follows, we begin Chapter 2 by presenting the literature of dictionary learning 
based sparse representation techniques with the focus being placed on signal classifica­
tion and their extension to high dimensional tensor data. Chapter 3 shows the classifi­
cation of audio signals based upon sparse coefficients with different pooling techniques.
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In Chapter 4, new dictionary learning methods are proposed for high dimensional data 
with sparsity constraint on one of its factors. Its extension with discriminative dictio­
nary constraints and its application for signal classification are also included. Chapter 
5 presents the extension of tensor sparse representation to deal with structured block 
sparsity with underlying block dictionaries. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis 
along with suggestions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background and Literature 
Survey
A variety of algorithms have been developed in the field of signal classification including 
classical methods such as support vector machine (SVM), and more recent techniques 
based on sparse representation and dictionary learning. In this chapter, we present 
an overview of the dictionary learning based classification methods and their models. 
We also give brief account of other traditional machine learning based classification 
algorithms. We then present decomposition algorithms for high dimensional data, i.e. 
tensors, and their use in the field of signal classification.
2.1 Signal C lassification
The foundations of the modern classification methodologies date back to the beginning 
of nineteenth century when Gauss and Legendre introduced the method of least squares 
which is the basis of the method now known as linear regression. Regression predicts 
the values of a test sample, while classification predicts the category in which a test 
sample lies. For example, to find the actual grade of a student in a class, regression 
can be applied, while to find the category of a speaker whether it is male or female, 
classification can be used. For this qualitative prediction, Fisher introduced linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA) in 1936 [1] by taking into account the spread of the data.
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The field of prediction and classification was further promoted to the next stage by 
the authors who proposed logistic regression (LR) [1] in 1940. As compared to the 
LDA, this method may work well if the output category is more dichotomous such 
as pass/fail, yes/no, healthy/ill [22]. In 1970, more generalized linear methods were 
introduced encompassing all the previous linear and logistic regression methods. All of 
these methods were proposed under the notion of linear models partly because of the 
prohibitive computational complexity for non-linear models at that time.
In 1980, the advancement in computing technology facilitated the solution to non­
linear problems with a reasonable computational complexity. This shifted the focus 
of researchers from linear models to the development of non-linear models. In mid 
1980s, classification and regression trees were introduced by Breiman et al. [23]. In 
1986, Hastie and Tibshirani coined the term generalized additive models for a class 
of non-linear extensions to generalized linear models [2]. This embarked a series of 
developments in the machine learning and classification methods that resulted in highly 
sophisticated linear/ non-linear techniques.
In a classification paradigm, the main quest is to find the category of an object with 
which it matches the most. For a linear classifier W G a classification problem
can be represented mathematically as:
labeliy) — argmax | z =  [zi,. . .  , zl]^ '■= Wy} (2.1)
where y is a test signal, z is a label vector obtained by linear transformation of y over 
W, and T  is the transpose of a vector.
The formation of a classifier requires the availability of some training data that is 
used to build up a model of the category also termed as class. At times, the label 
information about the samples of the training data is not known. Depending upon 
the label information of the training data, the classification approach can be grouped 
as supervised., semi-supervised or unsupervised [22] as discussed in Chapter 1. In this 
thesis, we will discuss mainly the supervised classification approach.
Many supervised algorithms have been proposed to build up class models and define 
class boundaries for predicting the category of a test signal, such as Neural Networks
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(NN) [24], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [25], Bayesian classifier [22], Gaussian 
Mixture Models (GMM) [3] and Markov Models (MM) [26]. The choice of a classifier 
can be made based upon the properties of the data. In the cases where data of different 
classes seem to be distinct with each another, i.e. separable, then less complex or linear 
classifier is preferred. However, the exact preference for the selection of a classifier 
can only be made after proper evaluation in the form of classification experiments [2]. 
Here we discuss two notable machine learning methods that are extensively being used 
nowadays, namely, NN and SVM.
Inspired by the learning and activation mechanism of human biological neurons, NN 
tries to emulate that mechanism with orders of magnitude less complex as compared 
to the human brain. For example, a human brain is made up of 85 billion neurons 
[27] while the current state-of-the-art NN’s have a maximum complexity of 1.73 billion 
neurons simulated recently by using about 83000 processors of supercomputers [28]. A 
simple neuron is constituted of inputs connected to a node which computes the output 
for incoming weighted input values. Hence a neural network is defined in terms of the 
algorithm that calculates the weights, a network topology that describes the number of 
neurons as well as the number of layers and manner in which they are connected and 
a transfer function that transforms the incoming values into an output value. Input 
features are applied to NN which are scaled by the weights and fed to a transfer function 
that calculates the output value. A predefined threshold value specifies the category 
of the output value. However, with the increasing number of neurons and the layers, 
learning of the neural network parameters becomes very complex.
Another state-of-the-art algorithm, SVM, separates the data points into groups by 
finding a linear boundary between them, called a hyperplane. This hyperplane separates 
the data of two linearly separable classes in such a way that the data points closest to 
the hyperplane on its both sides are at maximum distance from the hyperplane. This 
involves the search of Maximum Margin Hyperplane (MMH) that creates the maximum 
separation between the two classes. The data points from each class which are closest 
to the hyperplane are called Support Vectors (SV). For non-linearly separable data, 
some points of the data may fall on the incorrect side of the margin. In this case, a cost 
value is applied to all those points that fall on the incorrect side and then the algorithm
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attempts to minimize that cost. Another way of coping with this problem of non-linear 
separability is to use kernel-trick by mapping the problem into a higher dimensional 
space [29]. This mapping may convert the non-linear relationship into linear one and 
helps in classifying non-linearly separable data. A dot product of incoming test feature 
vector with the weights defining the hyperplanes decides the category of the data. In 
this way, traditional machine learning algorithms are used for signal classification.
2.2 Sparse R epresentation  and D ictionary Learning
For a physical process, the data captured by sensors may contain redundancy due 
to the fact that multiple versions of the sensor data come from the same process and 
hence are potentially correlated. The sampling process of the sensors is often dense and 
cannot reject the irrelevant information. The relevant information essential for human 
perception is of low dimensionality as compared to the recorded data. This curse of 
dimensionality has a direct effect on the complexity of the classification algorithms.
One of the earlier methods for dealing with the dimensionality issue is Principal Com­
ponent Analysis (PCA) [30]. PCA reduces the dimensionality by analysing the spread 
of the data and summarizing the correlated data into lower dimensional uncorrelated 
components. In some cases, the underlying causes for data generation are not located in 
the ensemble of data, rather they lie within different subspaces. Independent Compo­
nent Analysis (ICA) [31] is used to find out different sources in the production of data 
by analysing the higher order statistical characteristics of the data and by minimizing 
the mutual information between the observed signals.
Studies reveal that human visual cortex reduces a high dimensional retinal image to 
a low dimensional space defined by the receptive fields of a small number of active 
neurons. This hypothesis triggered research in the area of sparse representation. In 
1997, Olshausen and Field [32] devised method for sparse representation of the input 
data based upon dictionary learning and provided evidence suggesting that the primary 
visual area VI in the human cortex follows a sparse coding model. If Y G is an
input signal and is decomposed into a dictionary matrix A G RA*^ and a coefficient
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matrix X G then the dictionary learning objective function can be formulated
as:
rninQ = m m \\Y  -  AX\ \ j r - \ -XaFA{A)X^Fx{X)  (2.2)
where Fa and Fx  are the regularizers for dictionary A and coefficient matrix X, respec­
tively, and Xa and Xx are the penalty parameters for the regularizers. These regularizers 
assign certain characteristics to the dictionary and the coefficient matrix. In case of Ol­
shausen and Field’s work, the specific structure is only applied to the coefficient matrix 
which makes each coefficient column vector sparse, hence with the sparsity constraints, 
(2.2) becomes
mina =  min|| Y -A X ||J .+ A „ F x (X ) (2.3)
where f%(X) =  II ilo and Xj is a column vector of the coefficient matrix X.
Hence (2.3) becomes
h
minC? =  m i n ^  || y* -  Axi ||| +A^ || Xi ||o (2.4)
A , A .  A X i  _
1 = 1
where || • ||o is called the £q norm and it counts the number of non-zero values in 
a vector x, is the penalty that keeps balance between the sparsity of x  and the 
signal reconstruction error. The complexity of finding the sparest solution of y  with 
£q norm is NP-hard [33], hence a number of sub-optimal methods have been proposed 
for finding sparse representation. Those methods can be grouped as greedy methods, 
convex optimization based methods or local optimization based techniques. Amongst 
the greedy approaches, the simplest one is Matching Pursuit (MP) [34], which calculates 
the sparse coefficients of the input signal based upon the inner product of the residual 
error with the dictionary atoms. The atom which has the highest correlation with the 
residual error is then found and its corresponding coefficient is updated. To get a more 
accurate representation. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [35] updates the sparse 
coefficients by orthogonal projection of the input signal vector on all selected atoms. 
However, due to the least squares calculation step, OMP is relatively more demanding 
in terms of computational time and memory requirements. A faster approach in greedy 
pursuit is gradient pursuit (GP) [36] which speeds up the costly orthogonal projection 
step by using gradient optimization techniques.
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Convex optimization based sparse representation methods include Basis Pursuit (BP) 
[37] and Regression Shrinkage and Selection (LASSO) [38]. These methods relax the 
NP-hard £q norm calculation with £i norm based convex approximation and then use 
linear or non-linear convex optimization to obtain the solutions. Another method based 
upon non-convex local optimization technique is Focal Under-determined System Solver 
(FOCUSS) [39] which performs better than other greedy based method in the case when 
the atoms of dictionary are highly correlated. However, it has high computational 
requirement. These methods facilitate the representation of an input signal vector 
as a linear combination of a small number of dictionary atoms corresponding to the 
support of Xj. This requires the design of an over-complete dictionary that provides 
an underlying subspace for sparse representation. By over-complete, we mean that the 
number of atoms K  in the dictionary is greater than the signal dimensionality Ii.
The problem of learning a dictionary from data is not trivial and has attracted a great 
deal of research attention in this field. Normally, dictionary learning algorithms are 
executed as a two-step process; dictionary update and sparse coding. Most of the dic­
tionary learning methods only differ in the way each step is performed. One class of 
the dictionary learning algorithms is based on the probabilistic framework [32] [40] [8] 
where the dictionary is sought by maximizing the likelihood function. In [32], Olshausen 
and Field proposed a dictionary learning algorithm based upon the maximum likeli­
hood learning with an assumption of sparsity promoting the distribution of the sparse 
coefficients as a-priori such as Laplace distribution. This assumption on the sparse 
coefficients makes the overall probabilistic inference complex and computationally in­
tensive. Following similar probabilistic approach, Kreutz-Delgado et al. [8] proposed 
a maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) based learning method which replaces the 
likelihood function in [32] with a posterior probability and seeks for its maximization 
in order to learn the dictionary with sparse codes. In this case, the sparse coding 
is performed by FOCUSS [39] method. The Method of Optimal Directions (MOD) 
[40] formulates the dictionary learning problem as a least squares problem and gives 
a closed form expression for its computation. In sparse coding step, it uses OMP [41] 
for the calculation of sparse coefficients. Unlike previous methods, MOD calculates 
the whole dictionary and the whole sparse coefficients matrix simultaneously in their
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corresponding update steps. In the majorization minimization (MajM) method [6], the 
actual objective function is substituted with a surrogate function that minimizes the 
objective using majorization optimization. This method computes the dictionary and 
the sparse codes more efficiently as compared to the other probabilistic methods. In 
this case, the sparse coding stage is performed by using iterative thresholding algorithm 
[42].
Another type of dictionary learning algorithms, known as K-SVD [7], is based on K- 
means clustering approach which minimizes the objective function by finding the sin­
gular value decomposition of the training data. This algorithm uses OMP for the 
calculation of coefficients in the sparse coding step. This method also calculates the 
dictionary and the coefficients alternatively. However, different from the other methods, 
in K-SVD, both the sparse coefficients and the dictionary atom are updated simulta­
neously in the dictionary update step.
In all these algorithms, the alternating steps of dictionary update and sparse coding are 
performed on the whole training data, hence their complexity increases with increase 
in the number of input samples. An online algorithm that works on real-time data is 
proposed in [43] where the two steps are performed by using the subset of the training 
data. In each new iteration, the subset is augmented with new training data and the 
alternating steps are run with that new data. The results calculated in the previous 
step are used to initialize the new step. In this way, the dictionary and the sparse 
coefficients are calculated until the whole data is consumed.
Due to the adaptability of the dictionaries for different types of data and their ability 
to represent those data sparsely, dictionary learning methods have been used in wide 
areas of engineering applications such as source separation, computer vision and image 
processing. Since information extraction is the basis of classification, dictionary learning 
techniques have also been applied for classification. Research in the field of signal 
classification is largely driven in two directions: (1) Feature Extraction (2) Classifier 
Model. Hence the role of dictionary learning algorithms has also been investigated in 
theses two directions. In addition to that, some researchers have also introduced the 
learning of a stand-alone classifier in a dictionary learning algorithm [44] in the sense
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that a classifier is learned as a separate output of the algorithm.
A typical way of the application of dictionary learning algorithms for classification 
requires the learning of dictionaries for each class [45] [46]. These class-specific dictio­
naries represent the internal details of the signals from one class while rejecting the 
features from the other, hence each class-specific dictionary is believed to represent 
the corresponding class signals sparsely as compared to the other class dictionaries. 
In this way, the sparse coefficients thus obtained have the ability to show discrimina­
tive information about each class and can be used as features for classification. These 
class-specific dictionaries also represent the corresponding class signals with least re­
construction error, hence this uniqueness in the reconstruction error is another way 
for finding the label of a test signal based upon sparse representation. In the next 
section, we further discuss different ways of signal classification under the framework 
of dictionary learning algorithms based sparse representation.
2.3 D ictionary Learning iij C lassification A pplications
In the framework of dictionary learning and sparse coding, signal classification is per­
formed mainly in three different ways, as discussed next.
2.3.1 Classification Based U pon Sparse Coefficients
In this way, with a given underlying dictionary, sparse codes are computed which act as 
class features and are supplied to any classifier used in the conventional machine learn­
ing methods. In this model, there are three factors which differentiate the classification 
systems based upon sparse coefficients. These are:
• Methodology that is used for the extraction of sparse codes.
• Type of dictionary and the dictionary learning technique.
• Type of a classifier that is used for classification.
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In one of the pioneering works for the use of sparse representations in audio applications, 
Plumbley et al. [47] suggested the use of sparse representation for polyphonic music 
which triggered wide use of this concept in various fields of signal classification in 
general and for audio applications in particular.
As discussed before, one of the earliest methods for extracting sparse coefficients was 
proposed by Mallat and Zhang [34] known as matching pursuit (MP), hence the sparse 
coefficients derived by this method were also termed as MP sparse features. In [48], Chu 
et al. suggested the use of these sparse features for the classification of environmental 
sounds in comparison with MFCC features which are widely used in audio processing 
applications. The MP sparse features are extracted with an underlying pre-defined 
Fourier dictionary. A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used as a classifier to inves­
tigate the performance of MP features over conventional MFCC features. The results 
suggest that MP features offer better performance over the MFCC features.
The same concept of MP features is further extended in [49] for a dataset of envi­
ronmental sound that is different from those used in [48]. The MP sparse features 
extracted in this work are further decomposed into two separate matrices, one for the 
temporal and other for the spectral features, by using non-negative matrix decompo­
sition method proposed in [50]. The dictionary used here for the extraction of MP 
features is based upon Cabor function. These extracted features are supplied to linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier for audio classification.
The benefits of the sparse features over the conventional audio features were further 
explored in other areas of audio classification problems. In [51], Scholler and Purwins 
studied the use of these MP sparse features for drum classification in comparison with 
MFCC features. However, unlike previous methods which use a pre-defined fixed dic­
tionary for the extraction of sparse features, a learned dictionary is used which is based 
on the optimization method proposed in [52]. The classification method employed here 
is based upon Random Forests (RF) proposed in [53].
The above systems use MP method for the extraction of sparse features which show 
good performance for audio classification applications. However, with the increase in 
the number of training samples, the number of sparse feature vectors used to train the
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classifier such as SVM also increases. This introduces computational burden for training 
classifiers. In addition, due to the increased computational complexity introduced when 
dealing with a large number of sparse feature vectors derived from the audio frames, 
such problem is also likely to occur during the test phase. Hence, in Chapter 3, we use 
an improved version of MP, OMP, for the extraction of sparse features along with the 
pooling techniques that summarize a data sample consisting of many sparse vectors 
into a single sparse feature vector which reduces the computational cost in the training 
/  testing phase. Moreover, the pooled sparse features also show promising results over 
conventional MFCC features. A similar approach has also been taken in [54] where 
OMP and K-SVD are used for contour detection in image segmentation problem. The 
gradient of the image is used to detect its contours which are supplied to the K-SVD 
to generate gradient sparse coefficients with OMP based upon the learned dictionary.
The pooling technique suggested in our work, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, along 
with the OMP features is further extended to a multi-layer OMP algorithm in [55]. 
The algorithm is designed to take into account all the modalities of input signal such as 
images in which each patch has its own local properties. For this purpose. Bo et al. in 
[55] propose a multilayer multipath version of the OMP algorithm. The algorithm starts 
with small raw patches of the image, and then learns its mutually incoherent dictionary 
on those small patches along with sparse coding step using OMP. The resulting sparse 
codes are spatially pooled to form bigger patches followed by the normalization which 
are fed as input to the next layer. The same process of mutually incoherent dictionary 
learning and sparse coding is performed on the output of the previous layer and same 
operations of pooling and normalization are also repeated. In this way, a hierarchical 
multipath sparse coding is performed which gives rise to sparse representation of the 
input image at the final stage. This sparse representation is then supplied to a linear 
SVM for signal classification.
Signal classification requires that the features used should have a discriminating nature. 
This discriminant behaviour, however, is not very robust to noise and the outliers [56], 
and hence some inherent ability against these odds is required. Sparse representation 
of the signals is very powerful for reconstruction purposes and has inherent ability 
against noise [57]. Hence in [58], Huang and Aviyente combine the discriminative
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ability of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) with the reconstruction power of sparse 
representation. Inspired by OMP like methods, both characteristics, discriminant as 
well as noise tolerance, are induced in the sparse features based upon a greedy technique. 
The dictionaries, however, used for this purpose are pre-defined dictionaries such as 
Haar wavelet and Gabor basis. The sparse representation found in this case acts as 
features for the SVM classifier.
In all the above methods, the OMP operates on the input vectors one after the other. Si­
multaneous sparse coding method (SOMP) proposed in [59] uses OMP for simultaneous 
coding of the input signals. SOMP finds out the sparse representation of all the input 
samples at once as a linear combination of a common subset of atoms. To add more 
discriminative capability to these SOMP based coefficients, an LDA based discriminant 
criterion is proposed in [60] which is applied on class-specific SOMP coefficients. With 
this discriminant sparse coding stage, dictionary is learned based upon K-SVD [7] in an 
alternating minimization fashion. The discriminative sparse coefficients thus obtained 
are then applied to a linear SVM for classification.
In [61], again SOMP is used for the extraction of sparse coefficients but with a different 
dictionary learning algorithm, MOD. However, by exploiting the sparse structure of the 
signals belonging to the same class, these sparse codes are first used to divide the input 
samples into distinct groups and then the subset of the dictionary atoms is selected 
that best represents the input samples in a group. The sparse coefficients extracted in 
this way are used for classification based on SVM.
In some cases, input signals are shift-invariant such as audio signal or rotational /  trans­
lational invariant such as images. The sparse coefficients of such transform-invariant 
signals are better represented by their respective transform-invariant dictionaries. To 
address this issue, the authors in [62] propose sparse coding and shift-invariant dictio­
nary learning method in which input signals are reconstructed using all shifts of the 
dictionary atoms. They also used SVM for the classification of sparse features gener­
ated through such a dictionary. In case of images. Bar and Sapiro in [63] propose a 
hierarchical dictionary learning method for taking into account rotational, translational 
and scaling variations of the input images.
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In [64], unlike greedy algorithms, the authors use an encoder suggested in [65] that 
maps a signal efficiently into its sparse components. This method is known as Predic­
tive Sparse Decomposition (PSD). This encoder is trained on the sparse codes which 
are obtained during the dictionary learning process, with dictionary learned using a 
stochastic gradient method. The extracted sparse features are used to train SVM for 
music classification.
In most of the above classification schemes, sparse coefficients are obtained using class- 
specific dictionaries. Different from this approach, the authors in [66] build up one large 
dictionary for all the classes. The dictionary is learned by using an online dictionary 
learning algorithm [43] applied for texture classification. A positivity constraint is 
applied on the sparse coefficients calculated for each texture image which are used 
to build up histograms of each texture image. These histograms are then used for 
classification using nearest neighbour classifier.
Recently in [67], sparse coding has been proposed for transfer learning in which the 
labelled and the unlabelled data come from different distributions. In this case, sparse 
coding is performed in such a way that the difference between the probability distribu­
tion of labelled and unlabelled data is minimized. For this purpose, a maximum mean 
discrepancy (MMD) metric is used to compare the distance between samples means of 
sparse codes for labelled and unlabelled data. An alternating dictionary learning and 
sparse coding optimization algorithm is proposed in which the dictionary is learned 
by an ^2 -norm constrained least squares method while sparse coding is performed by 
^i-norm regularised least squares method along with minimizing the MMD metric. The 
classifier used here for the classification of sparse codes is logistic regression (LR).
2 .3 .2  C la ss if ica tio n  B a se d  U p o n  S p a rse  R e c o n s tru c tio n  E r ro r
In this method, the reconstruction error of a test signal based upon sparse representa­
tion is used to classify the signal [46]. Mathematically, a class label for the test signal 
y  in terms of sparse representation is given as:
label{y) = arg min || y — A^x* H2  (2.5)
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where x* is the optimized sparse vector that gives the minimum reconstruction error in 
above equation and Ai is the dictionary of the z-th class giving the best representation 
for the test signal, x* is found with the help of OMP algorithm.
One of the earlier works that used the reconstruction error for signal classification was 
presented in [68] for texture classification of images. In this work, a dictionary is termed 
as a frame and sparse codes are calculated by using Order Recursive Matching Pursuit 
(ORMP) [69]. The classification is performed using the sparsity based reconstruction 
error as in (2.5). However, to further lower the classification error, smoothing is applied 
on the reconstructed images before the reconstruction error is calculated.
Another approach in this category combines the reconstructive power of the learned dic­
tionaries with discriminative ability by introducing discrimination inducing constraints 
in dictionaries, as in [70]. In this work, separate dictionaries are learned for each class 
along-with discriminative properties. Dictionaries are made discriminative by intro­
ducing a softmax [70] cost function which makes a dictionary highly re-constructive 
for its own class but generates low energy coefficients for the other classes. The sparse 
coefficients are calculated using OMP and the dictionary is updated using a K-SVD 
like approach.
Unlike [70], Yang et al. in [71] suggest the use of a unified dictionary containing the 
dictionaries of all triasses. Each class specific dictionary is considered as sub-dictionary. 
The sub-dictionaries are learned with a constraint that the projection of the sparse 
coefficient vector of a signal over all the subspaces is zero except the subspace of its 
own class. Here the dictionaries are learned by the method suggested in [72] using a 
Lagrange dual which converts a constrained objective function into an unconstrained 
one by using penalty parameters. The classification is done based upon sparse repre­
sentation as in equation (2.5).
D ictionaries w ith  special s tru c tu re
Following equation (2.2), the regularizer term F a (A) defines dictionaries with special 
structures. In the context of classification, this special structure normally makes the 
dictionary more discriminative and helps in improving the classification performance.
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In [12], multiple dictionaries are learned one for each class with discrimination promot­
ing term F^(A). In this case. Fa (A) =  Q introduces incoherence among the dictionaries 
and is defined as:
Q =  min || A J A j  ||^ (2.6)
if ;
where A% and A j are the dictionaries related to different classes i and j  respectively 
and subscript F  is Frobenius norm. In this work, the classification method based upon 
the sparse reconstruction is also somewhat different from a common approach given 
in (2.5). Though (2.5) gives good classification results in [70], it does not take into 
account the sparsity constraint on the coefficient vector. Hence, the authors use
label{y) = arg nun || y -  A*x* \\l 4-y || x* jji (2.7)
for signal classification which also takes into account the sparsity of the coding coeffi­
cients. The dictionary learning and sparse coding are performed using a variation of 
the learning algorithm presented in [73].
To make the dictionaries more discriminative, Fisher criterion [74] based constraint 
proposed in [45] is applied to the class dictionaries. In this work, two discriminative 
fidelity terms are added to the objective function of the dictionary learning algorithm. 
One of the terms ensures that the signal of a class is best reconstructed with its own 
dictionary in terms of the £ 2  norm and less accurately represented by other dictionaries. 
This is done by minimizing the signal reconstruction error with the ensemble of class- 
specific dictionaries and the dictionary of its own class and also by minimizing the signal 
reconstruction energy with its own class dictionary. These three quantities constitute 
one fidelity term. The other term applies the Fisher criterion on each class while 
learning its sparse coefficients. In this way, the class-specific dictionary and the sparse 
coefficients both exhibit the discerning features that can improve the classification 
performance with the classification criterion based on (2.7). In Chapter 4, we have 
extended this Fisher criterion for learning the dictionaries from high dimensional tensor 
data.
In the dictionary learning objective function defined in [45], the first discrimination fi­
delity term decreases the distance between the input signal space and the space spanned
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by their own class dictionaries and increases its distance from the space spanned by the 
dictionaries of other classes, yet the class-specific dictionaries still share some atoms 
which are common to all classes. To purge the dictionaries with shared atoms, Kong 
and Wang in [75] introduce the concept of particular dictionaries and a common dictio­
nary. To remove the common atoms from class-specific dictionaries, a coherence term 
defined in (2.6) is combined with the first discriminative fidelity term defined in [45] 
(as discussed in above paragraph in the context of [45]) and added as a constraint to 
the objective function for dictionary learning. The coherence measure also helps to 
find out the related atoms in the class-specific dictionaries which are combined in a 
dictionary called common dictionary. The classification of a test signal is performed 
based on the reconstruction of the signal using a class-specific dictionary augmented 
with the common dictionary. The label for the class-specific dictionary that gives the 
minimum reconstruction error is assigned as the label for the test signal.
A new dictionary learning technique is formulated as a graph topology selection prob­
lem in [76]. The data samples are considered as nodes of a graph and their pairwise 
relations with one another as its edges. In graph topology selection process, a graph 
topology is sought where the new topology edges are subset of the original topology 
edges and consists of K  connected components. The graph is partitioned into K - 
clusters and the centres of the clusters are considered as the dictionary atoms. By 
applying discriminative constraints, these clusters are also made class-specific so that 
the sparse representations of signals pertaining to one class have similar structure. The 
cluster centre of a matching class shows high peak in the sparse representation and 
hence provides the label for the signal under consideration.
2.3.3 Learning a Classifier W ith in  a D ictionary Learning A lgorithm
In this methodology, apart from learning a dictionary and sparse coefficients, the learn­
ing algorithm also seeks for a separate independent classifier as a separate learning 
output. This classifier acts as a transformation matrix to assign a label to a test signal 
as given in equation (2.1).
In this framework, Mairal et al. proposed a supervised dictionary learning algorithm in
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which dictionary is learned jointly along-with the logistic loss function based classifier 
[77]. An objective function is formulated to learn the dictionary for sparse coding along 
with the parameters of a classifier. Since three different quantities have to be learned, 
i.e. a dictionary, a sparse code and the parameters of the classifier, a block coordinate 
descent method is used in which sparse coefficients are calculated while fixing the 
dictionary and the classifier parameters. In the next iteration, sparse codes are kept 
fixed while the dictionary and the classifier parameters are learned. The dictionary and 
the classifier are learned using a projected gradient method. Given a learned dictionary 
and a classifier, the test signal is classified by finding its supervised sparse code with 
a given dictionary and minimizing the cost function with the learned classifier which 
assigns a label to the test signal. The whole objective function is made discriminative 
by not only minimizing the prediction error of the test signal with the learned classifier 
for one class but also maximizing the error with other classes.
This joint optimization of the dictionary and the classifier not only requires many 
parameters to be tuned, but also suffers from the problem of local minima. In discrim­
inative K-SVD (DK-SVD) [78], a linear classifier is again learned with the dictionary 
but not in alternating minimization manner. Rather labels of the input signals and the 
classifier transformation matrix are augmented with the input signals and dictionary 
atoms column-wise in a matrix in such a way that in the new input signal vector, the 
upper sub-vector represents the input signal and the lower sub-vector shows its label. 
The lower-submatrix of the dictionary is also augmented with the linear classifier pa­
rameters in the same way. Then the dictionary along with the classifier is learned by 
using K-SVD. The sparse coding step uses the same OMP algorithm. In this way, when 
the K-SVD algorithm completes its iterations, the dictionary along with a classifier is 
also learned. The classification is performed by finding the sparse coefficients of a test 
signal and then projecting them linearly on to the classifier.
Though in [77] block coordinated descent methods are used to learn the dictionary 
and the classifier alternatively, this method and the DK-SVD are both batch-oriented 
approaches and their algorithmic complexity increases with the increase in the batch 
size (size of the data). In [79], the authors also used the same block coordinate descent 
method as in [77] and the joint optimization of dictionary and the classifier is formu­
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lated in a way similar to DK-SVD [78], but the data is consumed in an online fashion. 
Inspired by [43], the dictionary and the classifier learning are performed in an online 
fashion such that the algorithm progressively uses the data in the form of mini batches. 
When the new data comes in, the dictionary and the classifier learned in the previous 
iteration become the initialization point for the next iteration. In this way the dictio­
nary and the classifier are learned until the whole data is consumed. The optimization 
method used in this work is stochastic gradient method which assumes that the input 
data is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Since the distribution of the 
input data is practically unknown, hence obtaining i.i.d. samples of the input data is 
difficult. However, a common trick is used to obtain such i.i.d. samples by cycling over 
a randomly permuted training set [80].
In a Bayesian framework of dictionary learning algorithm [81] where dictionary and 
sparse representation are determined using Bayesian non-parametric models [82], the 
authors in [83] extend this concept by learning the dictionary, the sparse codes and 
the classifier simultaneously. The dictionary is learned based upon a Beta-Bernoulli 
process [84] along with the sparse codes. To make the dictionary discriminative, a 
logistic regression classifier is incorporated into the probabilistic learning model of the 
dictionary.
In a section of Chapter 4, we also build up a classifier not as a standalone entity but 
derived from the dictionary and the sparse representation of the signal. The specific 
patterns and the structures in sparse codes are exploited to select separate blocks 
of atoms in the dictionary. Those blocks of atoms along with their corresponding 
coefficients are then used to form the classifier for different test signals. This improves 
the classification performance over those methods in which the classifier is formed by 
using non-sparse or unstructured-sparse dictionary learning methods.
Over the last decade, dictionary learning methods have evolved a lot and a continuous 
progress is still going on in this field. However, with increasing data volume, the data 
models are also changing from two dimensional models to higher dimensions such as 
tensor. In the next section, we discuss the tensor, its representation, decompositions, 
tensor dictionary learning and their applications in classification.
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2.4 Tensor R epresentation  and Factorization
Figure 2.1: A three-way tensor.
A tensor is a data structure in which the elements of the data are arranged in multiple 
dimensions. In analogy to a matrix which is formed by concatenating one dimensional 
data, i.e. vectors, one after the other along the second dimension, a three-dimensional 
tensor is formed by concatenating two-dimensional data, i.e. matrices, one after the 
other along the third dimension. In the context of tensors, dimension is also known as 
a way, a mode or an order [85]. Hence one-way or a first-order tensor is called a vector 
and a two-way tensor is known as a matrix. A third-order tensor is of a block shape in 
which each element is indexed with three indices, one for each dimension. In the same 
way, the dimensions of a tensor can be extended up to a higher order N. This higher 
order tensor is very difficult to depict physically but can be expressed mathematically. 
A typical third-order tensor is shown in Figure 2.1. From now onward, we will use 
order to express the dimensionality of a tensor.
An element of a third-order tensor Y G '^L x h x h  jg indexed by Hence Vi i^ i^s
represents an element in a third-order tensor. Similar to a matrix (second-order tensor) 
which has rows and columns, a third-order tensor can also be shown in terms of its 
lower-order components, i.e. matrices, which are called slices, and vectors known as 
tubes/fibres. The components of a third-order tensor are also depicted in Figure 2.2.
A slice can be defined in tensor by fixing all but two indices. In this way, slices can 
be defined along different orders. A slice that is obtained by fixing all but the first 
and the second indices are called frontal slices. Other types of slices are horizontal and
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Tensor slices and fibres, (a) Frontal, horizontal and lateral slices of a tensor, 
(b) Columns, rows and tubes of a tensor.
lateral slices shown in Figure 2.2 (a) . In the same way, a tube /  fibre of a tensor can 
be defined by fixing all but one index. A mode-n fibre is extracted by fixing all but 
n-th index. Different types of tensor fibres are shown in Figure 2.2 (b).
2.4.1 Tensor Prelim inaries and N otations
In this thesis, a tensor is denoted by underline capital letter, a matrix by a capital 
letter, a vector by a bold lower-case letter and a scalar by a lower-case letter, e.g. 
Y 6 K hx/2 x-x/;v^ Y E y E and y are examples of an Y-order tensor, a
matrix, a vector and a scalar respectively. An Y-order tensor is also called as an Y-way 
signal. A matrix is a form of a two-way signal and a vector is considered as a one-way 
signal. In the following, we describe some terminologies and operations related to a 
tensor following the works of [85].
• U nfolding a  tensor: A process of converting an Y-order tensor into a matrix 
is known as unfolding of a tensor or matricization. A tensor can be unfolded 
to a mode-n matrix form and represented as Y(^) E ]^-^nX/i.../„_i/n+i.../jv^ A 
mode-n matrix can be extracted by arranging all the mode-n fibres of a tensor 
as the columns of the matrix. For example in the case of a third-order tensor 
Y E Rhx/2x/3 as shown in Figure 2.1, the mode-1 unfolded matrix of tensor Y is 
formed by arranging mode-1 fibres of the tensor as column vectors of the resulting 
matrix, i.e. Y(i) E RhxZsZs Similarly, mode-2 matricization of the tensor gives 
rise to
• Tensor norm : Similar to the matrix Frobenius norm, the Frobenius norm of the
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tensor Y G RhxZgx - jg the square root of the sum of the squares of all its 
elements, i.e.
Y IN
\
Il I2 In
Y Y ■ ■ ■ Ÿ
H = lî2 = l îJV = l
IN (2 .8)
# In n e r  p r o d u c t:  The inner product of two tensors Y and X of the same size is 
the sum of the products of their entries, i.e..
Il I2 In
(Y, X) =  yiii2 --i
i l = l z 2= l  î J V = l
(2.9)
R a n k -o n e  te n so r s:  An Y-order tensor is a rank-one tensor if it can be repre­
sented as an outer product of N  vectors, i.e.
Y =  o a^ ^^  o • • • o (2.10)
where o represents an outer product where each element of a tensor is the product 
of the corresponding vector elements:
yiii2...iN = l < i n < I n  (2 -11)
The superscripts in above expression show the order to which vectors a belong 
to. An example of a rank one tensor in terms of the outer-product of the vectors 
is shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: A  rank-1 third-order tensor, Y  =  a  o b  o c.
T e n s o r -m a tr ix  p r o d u c t:  The mode-n tensor-matrix product of tensor Y E 
E h x / 2 x-x/jv with a matrix A E is given by
In
(Y Xn A)i^i^...in-lijin+l...iN = 2/h%2
' i n  = l
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In terms of the unfolded tensor, it can be expressed as:
(Y Xn A)n =  AY(„) (2.13)
• K ronecker p roduct: The Kronecker product 0  of two matrices A G and
B E R ^^^ gives a matrix of size This can be defined as:
/  u iiB  U12B ••• oiTVf B ^
021B 0 2 2 B • • • 02mB
(2.14)
y o i v i B  O i V 2 B  • • •  a j v A z B y
• K h a tri-R ao  product: The Khatri-Rao product © of two matrices A E R"^^^ 
and B E R ^^^ gives a matrix of size xQ This can be defined as:
A 0  B =  [ai © h i a 2  0  b 2  • • • ag 0  bg] (2.15)
where a^ is a column vector and q = 1 ,.. .  ,Q.
2.4.2 Tensor Factorization and D ecom position
Initially, tensors were applied in the fields of psychometrics [86] [87] and afterwards in 
chemometrics [88] [89]. In the last decade, they has been extended to other fields of 
science and engineering such as signal processing [90] [91], computer vision [92], linear 
algebra [93] and more.
The main usability of the tensors lies in their decomposition in which a higher order 
tensor is decomposed to a combination of a lower order tensors of smaller size. Two 
main classical methods for tensor decomposition are known as PARAFA© [94] and 
TUCKER [16], respectively. In the following discussion, we will present these two 
methods for a third-order tensor for comprehension purposes.
P A R A F A C /C A N D E C O M P  D ecom position
In the PARAFA© decomposition model [94], a tensor is decomposed as a sum of rank-1
tensors. For example, a third-order tensor Y E R hx/ 2 x/ 3  jg factorized as:
R
Y =  ^  Ur o br o Cr (2.16)
r=l
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where R is  a positive integer representing the number of rank - 1  tensors, and E 
br G and G Elementwise, this can be represented as:
R
yili2i3 ~  ^ V Qsr (2.17)
r=l
where ii = l , . . . , / i ,  % 2 =  1 , . . . ,  72, and 2 3  =  1 , . . . ,  fg. a^, and are the
column vectors of the matrices A G B G and C G that consti­
tute the rank-1 representation of the tensor Y. A graphical representation of rank-1 
decomposition is shown in Figure 2.4.
/
+ + ■ +
(2.18)
Figure 2.4: PARAFAC decomposition of a third-order tensor.
In unfolded matrix form, this rank-1 decomposition is represented as:
Y(i) =  A(B O C)^
Y(2 ) =  B ( C © A f  
Y(3 ) =  C ( B © A f  
Here, O is the Khatri-Rao product.
Different methods have been proposed for the PARAFAC decomposition. As this de­
composition requires the value of rank R  for the tensor which is defined as the smallest 
number of rank - 1  tensors that generate the original tensor, there is no specific way of 
finding out the exact rank of a tensor. In practice, different PARAFAC decomposition 
algorithms find the rank of a tensor by fitting various rank-R decomposition models. 
In the following, we discuss different PARAFAC decomposition algorithms.
Alternating Least Squares Method
Alternating least squares (ALS) method for PARAFAC decomposition is a classical 
algorithm that was introduced by Harshman [94] and Carroll and Chang [95]. For a
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fixed rank R, this method approximates the original tensor by finding R  number of
component vectors for each matrix A, B and C. i.e.
min II Y -  Y II (2.19)
Y
where Y =  arohrOCr. The minimization in (2.19) is performed in matrix form by 
unfolding the tensor Y in its n-mode matrix forms as given in (2.18). For a third-order 
tensor, the ALS method solves for A i.e. updating A by fixing B and C, and like-wise 
for the solution of B and C. In this way, the ALS algorithm keeps on finding A, B and 
C one after the other until a stopping criterion is reached. For example, to solve for A
mathematically, (2.19) can be used in unfolded form as:
iu in ||Y (i) -  Â (C © B )^ ||
A
m in ||Y ( 2 ) -  B ( C @ A f  || (2.20)
n u n ||Y ( 3 ) -  C (B © A )^ || ■
where is the transpose.
This can be solved using the least squares method. Using the least squares approach, 
by keeping two matrices fixed, the third matrix is updated. This process continues 
alternatively for all the matrices A, B, C until a stopping criterion is reached.
The optimal solution is given by:
Â =  Y (i)(C © B )t
B =  Y (2)(C©A)t (2.21)
C =  Y(3)(B© A )t
where ( ^  is the pseudo-inverse of a matrix.
This PARAFAC decomposition can be generalized for higher order tensors. In case of 
N -th  order tensor, N  matrices are updated. An important factor for efficient mini­
mization of ALS is the initialization of the matrices. Normally, the factor matrices are
initialized by R  leading left singular vectors of their corresponding mode-n unfolded 
matrices Y of tensor Y.
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The ALS method is simple to implement, however it is not guaranteed to converge to a 
global minimum. Many researchers introduced line searching techniques [96] to ALS for 
better convergence properties. Navasca et al. [97] proposed Tikhonov regularization 
[98] for the solution of the ALS sub-problems. Another gradient based method is 
proposed by Acar et al. in [99] where the vectors of the factor matrices are computed 
using gradient descent. This method is better in speed and convergence.
Another classical method that deals with tensor decomposition is the TUCKER model. 
This was proposed by Tucker in [16] in which a tensor is decomposed into a tensor of 
smaller size multiplied by other matrices representing the distribution of data along 
each dimension of the original input tensor.
TUCKER Decomposition
IjXM^ x M
core
M^xM^xM.
Figure 2.5: A three-way TUCKER model.
i' '
For a third-order tensor, the TUCKER decomposition is represented mathematically
as:
Y =  X A %2 B Xg C
Ml M2 M3
= E  E  E -
mi=l m2=l m3=l
(2 .22)
771177127713 ° O
where o is the outer product between the column vectors of factor (dictionary) matrices 
A G Ç ]^/2 xM2  Q Ç rUxM 3 _ Pqj. original TUCKER decomposition
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proposed by Tucker [8 6 ], these vectors are considered as principal components along 
each mode of the tensor. X G RMixMgxMa jg core tensor. This decomposition model 
is shown in Figure 2.5. It can be represented element-wise as
Ml M2 Ms
yiii2 is ^  V ^  ^  y ^mim2ms ^121x1 2^131x13 (2.23)
rxii=\ ixii=\ 1x1 3 = 1
fo r  in ~  1  ) • • • 5 In •) =  1 , 2 ,3
This third-order TUCKER representation can be generalized to an N-way tensor as 
discussed in Chapter 4.
If the core tensor X is super-diagonal i.e. non-zero values are only present at diagonal 
of a core tensor, and Mi = M 2  = Mg, then this can be considered as the PARAFAC 
decomposition introduced in [94] as discussed earlier.
In an unfolded matrix form, equation (2.22) is represented as:
Y(i) =  A X (i)(C ® B y
Y(2 ) =  BX(2 )(C ® A )^  (2.24)
Y(3) =  CX(3)(B®A)^
where (gi denotes the Kronecker product.
In terms of a vector, this TUCKER model is represented as
vec (Y) =  (C C) B (g) A) vecQQ (2.25)
where uec(-) is the vectorization operator and it converts a tensor into vector by con­
catenating mode- 1  fibres of a tensor one after the other in a column vector.
In [16], Tucker proposed a method for finding out the TUCKER dictionaries based 
on Mn number of left leading singular vectors of the mode-n unfolded matrix form 
of the input tensor. This method was later known as higher order singular value 
decomposition (HOSVD) from the work of the authors in [100] who also discussed the 
efficient ways for learning the leading left singular vectors of Y(„). In this case, each
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mode-n dictionary A, B, C and the core tensor X are learned as:
A =  SFD (Y (i),M i)
B =  SY£>(Y(2),M2) (2.26)
C =  SYr>(Y(3),M3)
and the core tensor X is then calculated as:
X =  Y x i A ^ X 2 B ^ X 3 C ^
Like the PARAFAC ALS method, Kroonenberg and De Leeuw [101] proposed the 
TUCKER decomposition for a third order tensor based upon alternating least squares 
which was generalized to AT-order arrays by [102]. We denote this algorithm here as 
TUCKER Alternating Least Squares (TALS) method. Similar to the PARAFAC ALS, 
TALS also determines the factor dictionaries of the input tensor and the core tensor 
one after the other in such a way that while updating one factor, all the other factors
and the core tensor are held fixed. In TALS, this whole learning process is performed
in an unfolded tensor form. In this way, all the the dictionaries and the core tensor 
are updated in an alternating way until a stopping criterion is reached, for example, 
when the consecutive iterations cease to change or the change lower than a specified 
threshold. A pseudo-code of the TALS algorithm for an Y-order tensor {N > 3) is 
given in Algorithm 2.1.
A lgorithm  2.1; TALS_____________ .__________________________________  .
Task: Decompose a tensor into its factor dictionaries A^ ^^  G for n =  1 , . . . ,  Y
and a core tensor X G
R equire: Input tensor Y G and {Mi, M 2 , . . . ,  Mn)-
In itia liza tion : Initialize A^”) for n =  1, . . . ,  Y  using HOSVD given in (2.26). 
w hile (fit ceases to improve or maximum iterations exhausted) 
for n =  1, . . . ,  Y  do
W  f -  Y xi  A(^)^. . .  x^_i x^+i A("+^)^
A(") G- Mn leading left singular vectors of Wfo)
end  for 
end  w hile
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X Y xi A(i)^. ..  x^_i x^+i
r e tu r n  X , A^^), A^^), . . . ,
Tensor models and their decompositions have been used in many applications. In the 
next section, we present tensor decompositions for signal classification.
2.4.3 Tensor D ecom position for Classification A pplications
For classification applications, the PARAFAC model has been applied to computer 
vision [15], face recognition [103] and music genre classification [104]. In [15], Hazan 
et al. find the factor matrices of the PARAFAC model by gradient descent along- 
with non-negativity and sparsity constraints and analyse the reconstruction quality of 
tensor based method with that of matrix based methods. They have also compared 
the classification performance of their proposed decomposition method for face recog­
nition problem with conventional classifiers such as Adaboost and found the tensor 
based method to be superior to the Adaboost. In [103], Zafeiriou applies non-negative 
PARAFAC factors for face verification applications and compares them with other NMF 
based methods. In this case, the non-negative tensor decomposition is carried out us­
ing NMF based updates as proposed by Lee and Seung [105]. To make the PARAFAC 
factor matrices more discriminative, the author also introduced discriminative terms 
that incorporate data spread information in learning the factor matrices. In [104], the 
authors apply non-negative PARAFAC decomposition method for music genre classi­
fication and devise a new classifier based upon the factors/ dictionaries learned during 
the decomposition process. In Chapter 4, we also follow somewhat similar approach 
in devising the classifier for the classification of signals in the sense that the learned 
factors are used to build-up the classifier. However, our approach differs in learning the 
dictionary and sparse coding stage with additional discriminative constraints applied 
in the learning process.
The TUCKER model has also been used in many signal classification applications. 
Vasilescu et al. proposed the use of TUCKER decomposition in face recognition. In 
[17], an efficient way of learning TUCKER dictionaries and its core tensor was devised
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and the fibres of the resulting core tensor are used as features to feed into a conven­
tional classifier. Unlike [17], Kim et al. in [106] used the TUCKER model for gene 
classification and the classification part was performed by building the classifier from 
the learned TUCKER factors. The signal reconstruction error was used to determine 
the labels of the signals under test. In Chapters 4 and 5, we base our work on the 
TUCKER model and devise an algorithm for TUCKER decomposition with sparse 
core tensor and use it for different types of signal classification.
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2.5 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we first presented some traditional classification techniques that have 
been evolved in the area of machine learning. We then discussed recently emerged 
dictionary learning techniques for sparse representation along-with their models that 
have been used in classification applications. These dictionary learning techniques have 
also been applied for high dimensional tensor data. We also described those tensor 
dictionary learning algorithms and presented their applications in the field of signal 
classification. In next chapter, we present a pooling based sparse coding techniques for 
audio classification.
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Chapter 3
D ictionary Learning Based Audio  
Classification
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we discussed the role of sparse representation and dictionary learning 
in the field of classification. Here in this chapter, we show its benefits in the areas of 
audio classification. Among the three models for the application of dictionary learning 
for classification, as discussed in Chapter 2, we use the first model (as described in 
Section 2.3.1) for extracting sparse coefficients along with different pooling techniques 
for audio classification.
Audio signals acquired from an uncontrolled natural environment have different types of 
contents e.g. speech, music and environmental sounds. For example, in radio broadcast 
system, a mixture of different types of sounds is usually encountered such as speech 
for news broadcasting, music for song broadcasts or a mixture of both. In content 
based retrieval system, different contents such as voiced, unvoiced speech and music 
are required to be distinguished from each other. Different encoders related to different 
types of contents are used. When broadcasting speech, only speech encoder should be 
activated while disabling encoders of all other content types. This helps to reduce the 
power consumption of the system without overloading it with simultaneous activation
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of other encoders and to reduce computational costs. Such a content based system 
requires the signal classification system for its front-end [10]. Audio classification is also 
useful for identifying the surrounding environments of a person, e.g., in a restaurant, 
near a sea-shore or in a shop [107]. Another example for the application of audio 
classification system is to find and track a specific audio document from an archive of a 
large number of audio recordings. All of these exemplar applications require a powerful 
audio classification system.
Signal classification is in general a two-step process. First signal features are extracted 
from training data and then used to train a classifier. Second the trained classifier 
is used to discriminate the test signals based on their features. A lot of research in 
this area has been conducted in last two decades with the methods proposed mainly 
differing in the types of features and classification techniques used [108], [109], [110].
Various time, frequency and time-frequency representations have been used in the lit­
erature for generating audio features. For example, zero crossing rate (ZCR) [10], [111] 
and short-time energy (STE) [112], [113], together with their variations are the low level 
time domain features that have been used extensively. ZCR measures the change in 
algebraic signs of the signal amplitudes in a specified window. The contour waveforms 
of speech ZCR distribution show abrupt change in the amplitude as opposed to music 
contours. This difference of contours makes ZCR a discernible feature for speech and 
music discrimination. STE is another time domain feature that uses the signal energy 
to distinguish one type of signal from another. The frequency domain features that 
have been used include line spectral frequencies (LSF) [114], 4 Hz modulation energy, 
spectral centroid, spectral fiux [115] and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) 
[110], [113]. As an audio signal has different frequency components, these features de­
compose the signal into its constituent frequency components/bands and use energy 
corresponding to each frequency band as a measure of discriminating feature. Some 
other features are based on psychoacoustic principles and human auditory systems 
[116], including perceptual loudness, roughness [117], and sharpness of the signal, as 
well as auditory filter-bank temporal envelops (AFTE) [116].
The performance of an audio classification system is dependant not only on the features
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used but also on the selection of an appropriate classifier. Hence the second stage in 
audio classification involves the selection of the type of classifiers. A number of different 
classifiers have been used for audio signal discrimination and classification including 
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [10], [118], K nearest neighbours (KNN) [115], [114], 
[119], neural network (NN) [120], [121], hidden Markov model (HMM) [112], [122] 
and support vector machine (SVM) [123] along with their variations, together with 
the emerging techniques of dictionary learning and sparse representation as we have 
surveyed in Ghapter 2.
In this chapter, different from the majority of the existing methods, we propose to use 
a new type of features for audio classification, which is obtained by sparse coding of 
signals with a variety of pooling techniques. Sparse coding is an emerging technique 
in signal processing that aims to express a signal as a linear combination of a small 
number of signal components (also referred to as atoms or codewords) from a dictionary 
(i.e. the collection of the atoms).
Sparse representations have been successfully employed in many applications like de- 
noising [7], coding [6] and source separation [9]. For signal encoding, sparse represen­
tation helps to reduce the encoding complexity of a signal and decrease the bandwidth 
requirement for its transmission. For de-noising [7], basis vectors of the transformation 
matrix representing noise are different from those representing the actual signal, hence 
the coefficients showing the activity of noise basis vectors are different from those of 
actual signal. However less attention has been paid in the literature to their use for 
audio signal classification. The sparse coefficients have a high potential to be used as 
signal features for audio classification due to their discriminative properties in a sense 
that they show different support for different class of signals. Recently, [124] and [107] 
used sparse coefficients for drums and environmental sounds classification respectively. 
They named those coefficients MP-based features as matching pursuit (MP) algorithm 
was used to calculate them. Semi-supervised learning algorithms have also been used 
with sparsity constraints for audio classification in [62], based on a self-taught learning 
strategy in a semi-supervised fashion, whose complexity is of the order O(L^) for L  
non-zero coefficients. Dictionary learning based on high level audio features has been 
used for audio classification in a supervised fashion in [125].
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Many signals are either naturally sparse, or they can be made sparse in some specific 
domain by using some predefined transforms such as the discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) or the discrete cosine transform (DOT). This inherent or manufactured sparsity 
of audio signals will lead potentially to a lower computational complexity and less de­
mand of the resources. Apart from using pre-defined transforms, learning a transform 
matrix directly from training data has also been proposed recently [8], [7], [6]. Hence 
we use dictionary learning methods to learn such a transformation matrix that gives 
rise to a sparse representation.
In this chapter, based upon the discriminating properties of sparse coefficients, we 
propose an audio classification system where sparse coefficients are used as audio fea­
tures with the application of the state of the art SVM classifier. The K-SVD dictionary 
learning algorithm [7] is used to learn a dictionary from training signals. The learned 
dictionary is used to find sparse codes of training and test signals. The standard prac­
tice for training the classifier is to use training vectors of the same size. In our case, 
training and test signals are of different duration. These signals give rise to feature 
vectors of different size per signal. To cope with this problem, we introduce novel max 
pooled and average pooled sparse coefficients for audio signal classification which not 
only solve the issue of mismatched sizes but also select only those dictionary atoms 
that have a maximum or high contribution towards signal representations. They serve 
to summarize a coefficient matrix representing a signal to a vector that helps to drasti­
cally decrease computational complexity and memory requirements. Summarizing the 
matrix to a vector may lose some important signal information essential for discrimina­
tion. Hence we introduce sampled sparse as well as sampled mel-frequency coefficients 
(MFCCs) for the classification system. We evaluate the discriminating power of pooled 
and sampled sparse coefficients by comparing them with the sampled MFCCs particu­
larly under noisy conditions.
This chapter has been divided into the following sections. Section 3.2 discusses the 
whole audio classification system in detail including K-SVD algorithm for dictionary 
learning. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) for sparse coding and various pooling
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and sampling techniques. Section 3.3 presents the experiments performed together with 
the analysis of results. The summary is given in Section 3.4.
3.2 The Proposed  A udio Signal C lassification System
C lassification  
U sing SVM
Dictionary 
Learning of 
Training 
S ign a ls
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T est S ign a ls
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Sign a ls
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the proposed audio signal classification system.
A block diagram of the proposed audio classification system is shown in Figure 3.1. 
Inspired by the works of Chu et al. [107] where predefined dictionaries are used for 
the extraction of sparse coefficients, we use learned dictionaries which are more tuned 
to the input signals. Those learned dictionaries are used to extract sparse coefficients. 
Pooling /  sampling is performed on those sparse coefficients to reduce the large amount 
of data to an appropriate level and to give the training vectors a unified length. More 
importantly, it is used to get the compact representation of features which are invariant 
to local transformations. The idea of pooling operations came from the field of computer 
vision [14]. These pooled /  sampled coefficients are then used as features and fed to 
the SVM classifier [126] for audio classification task.
3.2.1 D ictionary Learning o f Training Signals
An important element in sparse coding is the design of an appropriate dictionary whose 
atoms are used to represent a signal sparsely. Dictionary is a transformation matrix 
that is used to represent a signal in a specific domain, e.g. the frequency domain, which 
can be obtained by a predefined function such as the DCT. Unlike other approaches 
[107] in which a predefined dictionary is used for sparse coding, we use a dictionary 
learning algorithm that adapts to the internal structure of the training signals under 
special constraints, e.g. sparsity.
The objective function for dictionary learning of an input signal Y € with
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sparsity constraint is given as
min II Y-AX ||^ s.t. Vq || Xg ||o< Tq (3.1)
where A G is a dictionary matrix, X G is a coefficient matrix with Xg
being its q-th column vector, Tq is a small positive value indicating the sparsity of 
vector Xg and || • jjo is the Iq norm counting the number of non-zero values in vector Xg, 
and II • ||i? denotes the Probenius norm.
Dictionary learning is often achieved with a two-step iterative process. In the first step, 
given input signal Y and an initial dictionary matrix A, sparse coefficient matrix X 
containing Xg vectors is calculated. In the second step, given the input signal matrix Y 
and coefficients matrix X calculated in the previous step, dictionary vectors (i.e. atoms) 
are updated. These two steps are iterated until the most appropriate dictionary matrix 
is found in the sense that a predefined cost function such as (3.1) is optimized.
An increased research interest in the area of dictionary learning has led to some state 
of the art algorithms like Maximum Likelihood (ML) based methods [32], Method 
of Optimal Directions (MOD) [40], Maximum A-posteriori probability (MAP) [8], K- 
SVD [7] and the majorization minimization (MM) [6] methods. As demonstrated in 
[6], the K-SVD algorithm produces more accurate dictionary than MOD and MAP, but 
offers comparable results to that of MM method. Moreover, it has better convergence 
properties and denoising capabilities [7]. Based upon these merits, we use the K-SVD 
algorithm for dictionary learning of our training signals.
K-SVD Dictionary Learning Algorithm
In the two-step dictionary learning process, the K-SVD algorithm [7] uses OMP [35] for 
sparse coefficients calculation and singular value decomposition (SVD) for calculating 
and updating the dictionary atoms. In the dictionary learning step, AX is decomposed 
into K  rank-1 matrices by selecting a dictionary atom (column vector) a^ and its 
corresponding coefficient vector which is the kth  row in matrix X, with its sparsity 
level denoted as T.
K
II Y-AX \\%=\\ Y — ^ ^ a jX ^  IIf==II (Y — ^ ^a^ x ^ ) — a^Xy ||^= || — a^Xy ||^ (3.2)
j=l j^k
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where is the error term formulated by excluding an arbitrarily selected dictionary 
element from A. Now SVD is used to find the closest rank-1 matrix that effectively 
minimizes the error shown as last term in equation (3.2). After removing columns from 
Efc that do not use a^, the SVD of E^ yields UAV^, where the first column of U gives 
the updated dictionary atom a& and the-first column of V multiplied by A (l, 1) (largest 
singular value) gives the coefficient vector corresponding to the dictionary atom. 
Iterating through the two steps of dictionary learning and sparse coding, the K-SVD 
produces a dictionary that fits the given signal Y.
Learning Dictionary Atoms from Training Signals by K-SVD
Training Signals of
a class
Signal 
Conversion 
to matrix
Dictionary
Learning
Using
K-SVD
Figure 3.2: Dictionary learning of training audio signals. Class specific time domain 
signals yc are first converted to matrix Yc and then used to learn a class specific 
dictionary Ac.
The dictionary learning process for the set of training signals is shown in Figure 3.2. For 
the purpose of classification, training signals yc,i of each class are passed through the 
K-SVD algorithm to get its corresponding dictionary, where c represents the class of the 
signal e.g. speech (sp), music (mus), male (m) and female (f), and i in yc,i represents the 
index of the training signal in that class of audio signals. Before applying K-SVD, the 
one-dimensional training signals yc,i are first decomposed into frames of equal length 
without overlap and concatenated side by side to form a two-dimensional matrices Yc,%. 
This set of all two-dimensional signals belonging to one class are combined together to 
form one large matrix Yc =  [Yc,i,Yc,2 , . . . ,  Yc,at]. This large matrix Yc G c =
1 , . . . ,  C, is fed to the K-SVD to get a dictionary Ac G representing the dictionary
of one class of the signals. This dictionary Ac is used to obtain the sparse coefficients 
of both the training and testing signals for each class in the sparse coding stage.
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3.2 .2  S p a rse  C o d in g
In this method, a natural signal is represented in terms of a small number of codewords 
or atoms taken from a dictionary either predefined or learned. Given a dictionary, 
many methods have been developed for finding the sparse coefficients to encode the 
signal such as matching pursuit (MP) [34], orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [35], 
basis pursuit (BP) [37], regression shrinkage and selection (LASSO) [38], focal under­
determined system solver (FOCUSS) [39] and gradient pursuit (GP) [36], as discussed in 
Chapter 2. Here we use OMP to find sparse coefficients which is the part of the K-SVD 
two step dictionary learning process. OMP gives better representation as compared to 
MP and has low computational complexity as compared to BP [36].
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit Algorithm
To calculate sparse coefficients of an input signal with a given dictionary, the OMP 
algorithm [35] projects the input signal on the subspace spanned by the dictionary 
atoms. The atom which strongly correlates with the signal or its residual is selected 
and used for calculation of the coefficients. The whole algorithm works as follows;
• Initialize the residual ro to be the input signal vector y, coefficient vector xq to 
zero and k = 1 .
• At step k, a new atom is selected according to the following optimization problem
Ak =  argmax] (rk_i,aw) | • (3.3)<jj€U
where (• , •) is an inner product, | • | is a modulus, fl is the index set of all the 
atoms in the dictionary and At is the index of the selected atom.
• Let Afc =  {Ai,. . . ,  At} list the atoms that have been chosen at step k, then the 
kth  approximant (coefficient) is calculated as
x t =  arg min || y -  x  || s.t. x  G span (a^ : A G At} (3.4)
This minimization can be performed incrementally by the standard least squares 
techniques. The residual is then calculated as r t  =  r t_ i -  (rt-ijUA^)
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Sparse Coding of Training and Testing Signals
Sparse coefficients matrices of training signals Xcd,i from each class are obtained by 
using the OMP algorithm [35], here the d subscript represents the class specific dictio­
nary that produces the coefficient matrix. For example, X i2 ,i means a sparse coefficient 
matrix of 2 -th signal of class-1 found by using dictionary of class-2. The input training
Training and  
Test signals o f 
one Class 11,iOMP
21,/
12//
OMP
Training and  
Test Signals of 
other class
22 ,  i
= r ^ i w  '^11,/vi 
L^ 12,J’ "’^ 12,/vJ
r^ 21,l’"’^ 21,/vl
L^22.1 '^ 22,/vJ
Figure 3.3: Extraction of sparse coefficients using OMP. of class-1 signal is pro­
jected to both class specific dictionaries Ai and A 2  to get their respective sparse coef­
ficients matrices and X 1 2 ,/ which are then stacked to form Xi. Same process is 
repeated for Y 2 ,/.
signals Yc,/ are projected on the subspace spanned by the dictionaries Ac of each class. 
The sparse coefficient vectors of each class thus obtained are then stacked to form one 
vector of a larger dimension. For example, for speech-music classification system, each 
speech signal vector y^ p^  ^from Ygp,/ in the training set is projected on the learned speech 
Asp and music A^us dictionaries separately and the resulting two sparse coefficient vec­
tors each of dimension are combined together to create a sparse coefficient vector 
of dimension R^^. The same process is also repeated with the music signal vectors 
Ymus,/- This process is depicted in Figure 3.3. The sparse coefficients of these training 
signals are used to train the SVM model for signal classification. The same procedure 
is used to extract the sparse coefficients of test signals X'^^.
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3.2 .3  P o o lin g  /  S am p lin g  o f C oeffic ien ts  M a tr ix
Inspired by visual feature extraction methods [14] [127] [5], we apply pooling methods 
to our training and test coefficients matrices to deal with matrices of different number 
of columns. Typically, the pooling operation is a sum, an average, a max or any other 
commutative combination rule. For a sparse coefficient matrix X extracted from a 
learned dictionary A, the following pooled feature vectors are obtained by a predefined 
pooling function
z =  7-(X) (3.5)
where the P  is either a max or an average pooling defined on each row of sparse 
coefficient matrix X. In case of max pooling, T  is defined as
Zp =  max{|xpi|, |a;p2l, • • • , kppl} (3-6)
where Zp is the p-th element of z, Xpq is the matrix element at p-th row and q-th column 
of matrix X. For the average pooling, T  is defined as
^  g=l
where Q is the total number of coefficients vectors in matrix X. In the max pooling, 
for each row vector in a matrix X, the element with the maximum value is picked and 
selected as a representative of that row vector. For the average pooling, the average of 
all the elements in a row vector of a matrix X is taken and selected as a representative 
of that row vector. In this way, each matrix is represented as a single column vector 
thus reducing the size of data and computational complexity. Hence coefficient matrix 
Xcd,i is pooled down to vector Zcd,i as shown in Figure 3.4. The same pooling operation 
is applied to the testing signal coefficient matrix X ^^ to get z ^  ^ .
Pooling is applied to summarize the feature distribution of data of interest into a 
statistical representation. Hence, here different pooling techniques construct different 
signal statistics. For sparse codes, the max pooling picks those coefficients values that 
show maximum contribution from the dictionary atoms while average pooling represents 
the mean of the dictionary atoms contribution. Further in Section 3.3.7, we discuss 
why the max pooling gives better performance as compared to the average pooling.
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Max / Average
Pooling
Figure 3.4: Max/average pooling of training sparse coefficient matrix This results 
in the max/average pooled vector of the input matrix.
Sparse coding combined with pooling also reduces the effect of noise in the signals as 
demonstrated by the experiments.
Pooling is also helpful in making the feature representation compact. In our audio 
classification system, we use an SVM classifier in the classification stage which needs 
to be trained before the classification of the test data. Without pooling, one way of 
using sparse coefficient vectors is to concatenate the column vectors of the coefficient 
matrices of a signal into a single column vector of a larger size. In practice, however, 
the coefficient matrices generated from different training signals have different number 
of column vectors. As a result, the vectors thus obtained will not have a uniform length, 
which makes SVM training less practical. Hence we perform pooling along each row of 
a coefficient training matrix as indicated in Figure 3.4. This transforms the coefficient 
matrix to a single vector of equal dimension and thus helps to keep the vectors of 
different sizes of signals compact and in a unified dimension.
^cd.z ^
Sampling
Figure 3.5: Sampling of training sparse coefficient matrix Xcd,i into a size-reduced 
sampled matrix X ^^.
Another method for training the classifier is to use all the vectors in the training 
coefficient matrices as training examples. However, depending upon the number of 
training signals, the total number of training vectors can become very large which 
are difficult to be managed by memory-limited computing machines. To cope with 
this problem, we perform sampling on each signal coefficients matrix to considerably 
reduce the size of each matrix. Sampling of data vectors is a process of selecting
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smaller numbers of vectors from training matrix randomly and labelling them with their 
corresponding signal label. In this way, the reduced set of coefficient vectors represents a 
training coefficient matrix. Hence the coefficient training matrix Xcd,i is sampled down 
to the size-reduced matrix as shown in Figure 3.5, where superscript r shows the 
reduced size of a matrix. The same process is repeated with the test coefficient matrix 
to get
3.2.4 Signal Classification by SVM
Our motive for finding sparse coefficients is to use them for audio classes discrimination
in the signal classification stage where the SVM [123] is used as a classifier.
Vectors labelled as 
positive or negativeTest sparse  
coefficients _____
K ,
Classification 
using SVM
Training Sparse  
Coefficients
c
Figure 3.6: Sparse coefficients based audio signal classification using SVM. zV rep­
resenting a pooled test signal and X^^ representing a sampled test signal are fed to 
classifier. Zc is a matrix containing max/average pooled training vectors and X^ con­
tains sampled training vectors.
The diagram of the proposed audio signal classification system is shown in Figure 3.6. 
We use the non-linear SVM for our binary classification problem where one class has 
class label h = and the other class has class label h — 1- We use Euclidean
distance and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel in the SVM. For comparison, we also 
use linear SVM for one of the experiments of gender classification. The training data 
points used to define the feature space are vectors Zc from max/average pooled sparse 
coefficients matrices Zc, or vectors from sampled sparse coefficient matrices X^. zV 
represents max/average sparse coefficient vector of a test signal. Depending upon the 
pooling technique, each test signal is classified using its corresponding trained SVM.
For sampled test coefficients, a sampled matrix representing a signal has a smaller
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number of vectors than the original coefficient matrix. In this case, the classification 
decision is made by majority voting of the vectors’ labels in a sampled coefficient 
matrix. If the class labels for the majority of sparse coefficient vectors in a test matrix 
are positive, it is considered belonging to one class otherwise to the other class. For 
multi-class experiments, classification is performed in one-vs-all fashion. In one-vs-all 
classification, binary classifiers equal to the number of classes are formed in such a way 
that one class is given -five label and all the other classes are considered as one class 
having -ve label.
3.2.5 E xtension to M ulti-class Audio Classification
We extend our binary classification system to multi-class audio classification tasks 
such as speaker identification. With the same classifier setting in one-vs-all fashion, 
the performance of pooled sparse features is evaluated against the sampled MFCC’s 
to identify C  different speakers including male and female. The overall classification 
accuracy in percentage is calculated as
N c , a
' X  100 (3.8)
where Nc,a is the number of correctly classified test signals in the c-th class, Nc^ is the 
total number of test signals in the same class and C is the total number of classes.
3.3 E xperim ents
We apply our proposed audio classification system on two binary classification problems 
and a multi-class problem: speech-music classification, female-male gender classification 
and speaker identification problem. The datasets, experimental setup and results are 
presented in the following subsections.
3.3.1 D atasets
For speech-music classification, 446 different speech signals from TIMIT [128] database 
are used as training signals which include male and female speakers speaking different
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sentences with different style and accent. Each signal has a different duration ranging 
from 1.5 seconds to 5 seconds. Overall, the total duration for 446 speech signals is 22.8 
minutes sampled at 16 kHz. Other training data belongs to the music class which is 
composed of 98 music signals with different notes, taken from the University of Iowa 
Musical Instruments Database [129]. These music signals are sampled at 44.1 kHz 
having a total duration of 3.37 minutes. To evaluate the classification performance, 
additional 125 speech and 49 music signals that were not used during the training 
process are used in the test stage. The performance comparison between the sparse 
coefficients and MFCC is shown in Results section.
For gender classification, we used the same TIMIT [128] database from which 201 female 
speech signals with a total duration of 10.3 minutes and 245 male speech signals with 
a total duration of 12.5 minutes are chosen for training, and 40 female speech and 50 
male speech signals for testing. The training and testing data do not overlap with each 
other.
A subset of TIMIT corpus is selected for speaker identification of 5 speakers and 10 
utterances (sentences) per speaker, resulting in a total of 50 utterances. For different 
number of utterances per speaker, we perform classification in such a way that training 
and testing examples do not overlap with each other. Sparse coefficients for training and 
testing data are extracted as described in Section 3.2 and its classification performance 
is compared with that of the sampled MFCC and DicClassifer [125].
3.3.2 Setup
In two binary classification problems, experiments are performed using clean as well 
as noisy training and testing data. Different levels of white Gaussian noise with zero 
mean and unit variance is added to the training and testing data with the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) ranging from 10 dB to -10 dB. We further explore the effect of various 
dictionary size on the classification performance.
By using K-SVD, class specific dictionaries of size 256 x 1000 and 256 x 700 are 
learned for speech-music and female-male classification tasks respectively. Choice of the 
dictionary size is based upon the experimental results given in Figure 3.11 where these
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values give best performance. For speaker identification, speaker specific dictionaries 
for various training utterances per speaker are learned, each of size 320 x 320.
The sparse coefficient vectors of the training and test signals are calculated on a frame- 
by-frame basis. Since speech and music signals have different sampling rates, hence the 
frames are based on same signal duration. Each frame is mapped to speech and music 
dictionaries separately which results in two sparse coefficient vectors, each of dimension 
1000 having maximum 13 non-zero values. We also tested for other values of sparsity 
such as 11, 15, 17 and 19, but the results didn’t vary much. Hence we chose 13 non­
zero values for our experiments which provides good trade-off between computational 
complexity and classification performance. These two sparse coefficient vectors per 
frame are combined together to obtain a single coefficient vector of dimension 2000 
with maximum 26 non-zero values. The resulting coefficient matrices per signal per 
class are max pooled, average pooled and sampled to get training and testing vectors 
for the SVM classifier.
In matrix sampling operation, one out of 10 column vectors is picked up randomly and 
selected as a representative of the 10 column vectors. Again the choice of 10 column 
vectors is made experimentally as the larger numbers up to 50 column vectors do not 
affect the overall classification. These frames are also used to get the MFCC coefiScients 
of the training signals with each having a dimension of 13 followed by normalization 
of values between 0 and 1. 13 MFCC coefficients were chosen to make this number 
consistent with that of sparse coefficients. We also perform max-pooling operation 
on MFCC to compare their performance with pooled sparse coefficients. For sampled 
feature vectors, classification decision is made based on majority voting.
3.3.3 R esults
Classification Using Clean Training Data
Using the clean training data, the overall classification accuracy for speech-music clas­
sification with varying SNRs of testing data is given in Figure 3.7 using max-pooled, 
average-pooled and sampled sparse coefficients as well as max-pooled and sampled 
MFCCs along with the results for clean testing signals.
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Figure 3.7: Speech music classification for noisy testing data with SNR changing from 
-10 dB to 10 dB based on clean training data. Results for clean testing data are also 
shown.
Figure 3.7 clearly shows supremacy of sparse coefficients over MFCCs as good features 
for classification. For added noise, max-pooled sparse coefficients perform better as 
compared to other pooled or sampled sparse coefficients as well as pooled and sampled 
MFCCs. This shows that for each signal, the highest value of the sparse coefficients 
exhibits the discerning signal feature for classification. Both the average pooled and 
sampled sparse coefficients perform better as compared to the sampled MFCC coef­
ficients for the noisy signals. The only exception when MFCC outperforms sparse 
coefficients is for the clean test signals (without any noise). However the trade-off lies 
in its increased computational complexity while training a classifier as sampled MFCC 
matrices per signal are used for classifier training and testing as compared to a pooled 
sparse coefficients vector per signal. Moreover, most audio signals of practical interest 
have some noise in them which implies that sparse coefficients are better options for 
speech music classification in practice. Max-pooled MFCC also has degraded perfor- 
mance as compared to pooled sparse coefficients.
Figure 3.8 shows performance for gender speech classification. Again in this case, the 
max-pooled sparse coefi5cients give the best performance followed by average pooled
and then sampled sparse coefficients. MFCC coefficients (max-pooled and sampled)
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Female male speech classification with linear classifier
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Figure 3.8: Female-male speech classification for noisy testing data with SNR changing 
from -10 dB to 10 dB based on clean training data. Results for clean testing data are 
also shown.
are poor in classification performance.
Classification Using Noisy Training Data
To evaluate the classification robustness based on different features, we also perform 
classification using noisy training data with SNR varying from 10 dB to -10 dB. Figures 
3.9(a-d) show the overall speech music classification performance for noisy training 
data with SNR of 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB and -10 dB. In all these figures, the max-pooled 
sparse coefficients show more robust noise rejection capability as compared to other 
coefficients. Sampled MFCCs give the best classification performance when the SNR of 
training signals is similar to that of test signals. Beyond that specific SNR range, MFCC 
performance degrades. The classification accuracy variance based on max-pooled and 
average-pooled sparse coefficients is lower as compared to sampled MFCCs and sparse 
coefficients. This shows that the pooled sparse coefficients are robust features against 
noise in general and max-pooled sparse coefficients in particular.
Figures 3.10(a-d) show the accuracy of female-male speech classification with noisy 
training data of 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB and -10 dB respectively. These figures show that the
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Figure 3.9; Speech music classification with training and testing data both distorted by 
additive white Gaussian noise with SNR changing from -10 dB to 10 dB for the testing 
data. Results for clean testing data are also shown, (a) Training data SNR =  0 dB (b) 
Training data SNR = 5 dB (c) Training data SNR =  10 dB (d) Training data SNR = 
-10 dB.
pooled and sampled sparse coefficients are better for female-male speech classification 
as compared to the sampled MFCCs. Particularly the low variance of max pooled 
sparse coefficients based classification results shows their good robustness to noise.
Effect of D ictionary Size on Sparse Coefficients based Classification
The results we have shown so far are based on the dictionary size of 1000 for speech- 
music classification and 700 in male-female speech classification. Figure 3.11 shows 
audio classification based on different dictionary sizes for noisy as well as clean testing 
data with clean training data. The SNR for noisy testing data changes from -10 dB to 10
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Figure 3.10: Female-male speech classification with training and testing data both 
distorted by additive white Gaussian noise with SNR changing from -10 dB to 10 dB 
for testing data. Results for clean testing data are also shown, (a) Training data SNR 
=  0 dB (b) Training data SNR = 5 dB (c) Training data SNR =  10 dB (d) Training 
data SNR =  -10 dB.
dB. Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) show speech music classification results based on max-pool 
and average-pool sparse coefficients, respectively with variable dictionary size changing 
from 256 to 1300 while Figures 3.11 (c) and (d) show female-male speech classification 
results. Figure 3.11 shows that changing the dictionary size does not change noticeably 
the classification performance for speech-music as well as gender speech classification. 
For female-male speech classification, max-pooled sparse coefficients give better per­
formance for SNR =  -10 dB with reduced dictionary size while average pooled sparse 
coefficients show comparable classification accuracy for a larger dictionary size. The 
sparsity level in the case of both dictionary sizes is fixed i.e. 13. However, an overall
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for speech music data . cation for speech music data.
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for female-male speech. cation for female-male speech.
Figure 3.11: Audio classification based on variable dictionary size for noisy as well as 
clean testing data using clean training data. The SNR for noisy testing data changes 
from -10 dB to 10 dB.
trend is that the dictionary size does not affect the classification performance much.
3.3.4 M ulti-class Classification
We have also investigated the performance of pooled sparse coefficients for a multi­
class problem of speaker identification. The classification results are shown in Table
3.1. For different number of utterances per speaker, the max pooled features outperform 
other features. In case of max-pooled sparse and MFCC features, max-pooled sparse 
features have better performance for smaller number of training signals. However, max- 
pooled MFCC performance increases and becomes comparable to max-pooled sparse
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#  training utterances 
per speaker
MFCC
sampled
MFCC
maxPool
Sparse maxPool Sparse avPool
2 47.96% 71.43% 74.29% 45.71%
5 53.42% 76% 72% 68 %
8 50.88 % 80% 80% 50%
Table 3.1: Classification performances for identification of 5 speakers for different fea­
tures using non-linear SVM with different number of utterances per speaker.
coefhcients with increasing number of training signals.
3.3.5 Classification w ith  Linear SVM
Classification comparison of linear and NL classifier
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of classification performance for gender classification with 
linear and non-linear SVM. L and NL in legend represent the linear and non-linear 
SVM respectively.
The classification results shown so far were computed using non-linear SVM with RBF 
kernel which has higher computational complexity than a linear SVM. We also show 
some results obtained using linear SVM. To this end, we repeat the female-male speech 
classification experiments performed in Figure 3.8 and the multi-class classification 
experiments performed in Table 3.1, by replacing the non-linear SVM with the linear
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#  training utterances 
per speaker
MFCC
sampled
MFCC
maxPool
Sparse maxPool Sparse avPool
2 46.28% 72.21% 71.43% 45.71%
5 49.81% 76% 72% 32 %
8 48.519% 80% 80 % 50%
Table 3.2: Classification performances for the identification of 5 speakers for different 
features using the linear SVM with different number of utterances per speaker.
SVM. The results for gender classification are shown in Figure 3.12. It appears that the 
classification accuracy using the linear SVM is similar to that of the non-linear SVM. 
However, by comparing Tables 3.1 and 3.2, max-pooled MFCC features perform better 
than max-pooled sparse coefficients.
3.3.6 Com parison w ith  DicClassifier
We also compared sparse max pool features with the work presented in [125]. For 
comparison purposes, we named the algorithm as DicClassifier. This method takes 
raw audio data, converts them to matrix form, extract linear predictive coding (LPC) 
features from them, learns LPC-dictionaries for each class and then uses those class 
specific LPC-dictionaries as classifier for the classification of test signals. The test 
signals are also converted to LPC coefficients and then projected on the class specific 
LPC-dictionaries for classification. To make a fair comparison of our work with that 
of DicClassifier, we learned 13 LPC features from audio data frames and then learned 
dictionaries of the same size as that of max pooled sparse coefficients dictionaries. 13 
LPC coefficients were chosen because we used the same number of coefficients for MFCC 
and sparse coefficients. However in the actual paper, they use 120 LPC coefficients for 
music genre classification.
Instead of learning features from raw audio data, DicClassifier learns dictionaries of 
higher level features of audio signals. This is similar to the work as described in [107] 
where the combination of MFCC and sparse features were used for the classification of 
environmental sounds which naturally improves the classification performance. How-
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#  training utterances 
per speaker
DicClassifier
raw audio LPC
2 28.57% 65.71%
5 36% 84%
8 30 % 90%
Table 3.3: Classification performances for the identification of 5 speakers using Dic­
Classifier.
ever our work is to tweak with learned sparse features of raw audio data by using 
different pooling techniques to investigate their performance in comparison with those 
of non-pooled sparse coefficients and conventional audio features like MFCC.
The classification performance of DicClassifier using LPC as well as raw data is shown 
in Table 3.3. For a small number of training utterances, sparse max pooled coefficients 
outperform DicClassifier. However when using 5 and 8 training utterances for each 
speaker, DicClassifier performs better only when LPC features are used as input. If 
the raw data is used, DicClassifier has far poorer performance as compared to the 
use of pooled sparse features. This also suggests that if max pooled sparse features are 
combined with high level features such as LPC or MFCC, the classification performance 
may improve considerably.
3.3.7 Further D iscussion
Results suggest that learned sparse coefficients show promising characteristics as fea­
ture representative of audio signals. Particularly, max pooled sparse coefficients give 
excellent performance for a large range of noisy training and testing data. This may be 
because an overcomplete dictionary gives rise to sparse coefficients, whose maximum 
value represents the response of a dictionary atom showing maximum contribution in 
defining the signal feature. In the case of feature sampling, many dictionary atoms in 
speech as well as music may be similar. Hence, while sampling the training coefficient 
matrices to obtain the subset of the original coefficient vectors, most of the coefficient 
values may represent similar dictionary atoms, though from different classes. This may
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confuse the classifier during the training process and thus degrade the overall classifica­
tion accuracy. Moreover, this sampling process may or may not represent the dictionary 
elements which have strongest contribution towards signal’s feature representation. Ap­
parently, it seems that in case of sampling, our classification accuracy should improve 
as we are selecting more vectors per signal to represent signal features as compared to 
max-pool features. However, it shows degradation in classification accuracy even with 
an increase in computational complexity during classifier training.
For speech music classification with noisy training data, MFCCs show better perfor­
mance when the noise level of training and testing signals is equal while such behaviour 
is not shown in female-male speech classification. This shows that MFCCs are good 
in discriminating those classes which are highly separable as in the case of speech- 
music class. However, when classes are overlapping like female-male speech class, their 
performance degrades.
The max-pooled sparse coefficients show better performance even when the classes 
are not highly separable. Average pooling for sparse coefficients gives, relatively lower 
performance as compared to max pooled coefficients. This may be because average 
pooling reduces the contribution of the most active dictionary elements towards signal 
features. This dilution of most active dictionary elements gives poorer performance.
The overall classification results based on sparse coefficients seem to be less affected 
by the dictionary size. This shows that pooled and sampled sparse coefficients always 
select best dictionary atoms for sparse representation irrespective of dictionary size.
Another benefit of pooling operation is its robustness to noise. Superior performance 
of pooling shows the dilution of noise added to the coefficient elements particularly in 
the case of max pooling.
In addition to the advantages of pooling operation discussed above, the reduction of 
the size of each training and testing signal’s coefficient matrix to a vector drastically 
decreases the overall computational complexity of the whole classification process.
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3.4 Sum m ary
We have presented a method of using learned dictionaries to extract signal features for 
speech-music and female-male speech classification, as well as speaker identification. 
We learned different dictionaries with each representing one class of signal. Using 
those dictionaries, we calculated the sparse coefficients of each class. These sparse 
coefficients were further processed by using pooling and sampling techniques. We found 
that those sparse coefficients were very good representatives of signal features that can 
be used for speech discrimination and speaker identification. Particularly, the max 
pooled sparse coefficients vectors best described the signal features. Our results show 
that the pooled sparse coefficients outperform the MFCC features for the task of audio 
binary classification, particularly for noisy data. Moreover, as the pooling technique 
summarizes a coefficient matrix in to a vector, the computational complexity of the 
classification process is drastically reduced which makes it potentially useful to be 
considered for future online applications. In the next chapter, we focus on the extension 
of dictionary learning based classification method for high dimensional tensor data.
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Chapter 4
Discrim inative Tensor D ic tio n a ry  
Learning for Signal C lassification
4.1 Introduction
Learning the features and structures of a signal is important for obtaining a  succinct 
representation that can be used for various applications such as source separa tion  and 
signal classification. Dictionary learning algorithms emerging from sparse rep resen ta­
tions have recently been used for learning such representations as given in [40] [8] [7] 
[6]. However, these algorithms are mostly limited to one or two dim ensional signals. 
With content-rich applications emerging nowadays, signal dimensionality is constan tly  
increasing e.g. in video signals, where the spatial information along tem poral dim ension 
exhibits inter-frame relationship that represents important underlying signal s tru c tu re . 
Moreover, a low-dimensional signal such as an audio signal can be cast in a  higher 
dimensional space, e.g. in a space-time-frequency domain. An algorithm t h a t  can 
learn this multi-dimensional signal structure can potentially improve the s ig n a l rep­
resentation in various applications. This preserves the structure of the signal which 
may otherwise be lost when used in a low dimensional form. Hence, it becomes highly 
desirable for those algorithms to be able to learn signal features directly from higher 
dimensional data, such as tensor data.
A typical example of a tensor is a 3-dimensional signal which is made by s tack ing  up
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matrices one after the other along the third dimension. Dictionaries learned over these 
tensors have offered improved performance [15] since the signal structure (e.g. 3D 
image or a video signal) is not broken [130] and the n-mode dictionaries also preserve 
the signal details over each dimension.
Tensor factorization and decomposition have recently attracted attention in the signal 
processing community, for processing high dimensional signals as explained in Chapter 
2. PARAFAC [94] and TUCKER [16] decompositions are two such classical algorithms. 
PARAFAC decomposes the tensor as a sum of k rank-1 tensors while the TUCKER 
method computes the core tensor and the orthonormal basis corresponding to each 
mode of the tensor. The core tensor defines the relationship among the n-mode sub­
spaces spanned by dictionaries. This can be treated as higher order principal component 
analysis. However, these methods do not learn sparsity enforcing dictionaries (factors) 
despite the benefits of sparse signal representations for various applications such as 
signal classification, which is the focus of this chapter.
This chapter focuses on learning n-mode TUCKER dictionaries (factors) with a block 
sparse core tensor. Unlike the standard TUCKER model, each n-mode dictionary (fac 
tor) is not necessarily orthogonal. The dictionaries learned are used to enforce sparsity 
in the core tensor. In the classical TUCKER method, the core tensor is of reduced size 
as compared to the input tensor which helps to compress the data. However, this de­
composition is not unique and causes ambiguity in establishing the relationship among 
the n-mode dictionaries. By learning the TUCKER dictionaries for the sparse core 
tensor, not only the uniqueness of the decomposition can be enhanced but also the 
input signal can be further compressed. For example, given a three-mode tensor, the 
(1,1, l)- th  element of the core tensor establishes the relationship between the first atom 
of each mode dictionary. If all the elements of the core tensor are non-zero, then more 
elements and corresponding dictionary atoms are used to represent the input. In case 
of sparse core tensor, only its non-zero elements couple the corresponding dictionary 
atoms for the input representation, thus requiring less computations and memory.
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4.1.1 Prior Work
Tensor factorization and decomposition has been applied in a wide area of applications. 
Initially these methods were mainly applied in the fields of psychometrics [86] [87] and 
afterwards in chemometrics [88] [89]. In the last decade, it has been extended to other 
fields of science and engineering such as signal processing [90] [91], computer vision 
[92], linear algebra [93] and more. All these methods use either PARAFAC/TUCKER 
models or their variations.
Recently, there have been great efforts on extending PARAFAC and TUCKER models 
for sparse representation of high dimensional signals. In the case of TUCKER model, 
which is the focus of our discussion here, many sparse TUCKER decomposition methods 
have been proposed with non-negativity constraints on its dictionaries and core tensor
[131][132][17][18][133]. In [131], smoothing matrices are used for each mode of the 
tensor to make the core tensor as well as the TUCKER dictionaries sparse, while in
[132], sparsity is introduced by penalizing its core tensor with i i  norm and it claims 
that this penalty can also be applied to any of the other dictionaries of TUCKER 
decomposition. However, this algorithm is computationally complex and takes long 
time to converge. This problem is addressed in the subsequent works and an algorithm 
with lower computational complexity is proposed in [17]. Another sparse decomposition 
technique uses the method of column-wise coordinate descent (CCD) [18], however the 
core tensor may not be truly representing the relationship between the dictionary atoms 
since the elements of the core tensor are either zeros or ones. A further acceleration in 
the sparse tensor decomposition process is achieved in the alternating proximal gradient 
(APG) method [133] using the £i norm with the optimization technique being similar to 
the Nesterov gradient method [134] which is an accelerated version of gradient descent.
Tensor based methods have been used previously in classification applications. Works 
in [19] and [103] are based upon PARAFAC model which is different from our tensor 
decomposition model. In [19], the music genre classification shows the superiority of 
tensor based classification methods over conventional machine learning based methods. 
In [103], it is shown that better classification performance can be achieved by using 
tensor factorization based models as compared to the matrix factorization methods.
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This motivates us to use tensor based dictionaries for signal classification. However, the 
PARAFAC model does not have the core tensor that can otherwise give the flexibility 
to manipulate relationships among n-mode dictionary atoms. To get more control 
for establishing the relationship among dictionary atoms, we use the TUCEKR model 
which gives us the n-mode dictionaries along with the core tensor.
In [135] which is based upon the TUCKER model, the size of the core tensor is similar 
to the input tensor and it is dense, hence it requires higher computational cost and 
larger memory. In case of [17] which speeds up the least squares solution by replacing 
the matrix inversion problem with sequential updates, the core tensor learned is also 
non-sparse hence it becomes less discriminative in building class-specific models with 
the help of its dictionaries.
In case of [17] and [133] which give accelerated non-negative TUCKER decomposition, 
the non-negativity constraints are used to project the n-mode dictionaries on non­
negative orthant which also make them sparse. This sparsity in dictionary atoms causes 
the loss of rich information about the signal subspace and thus giving poor classification 
performance.
4.1.2 M otivations and Contributions
The above discussion highlights different issues related to the tensor decomposition 
models in the context of classification application. This leads us to propose TUCKER 
decomposition model with two general guidelines;
1. Sparsity of core tensor.
2. Non-sparse dietionaries.
Instead of using a dense core tensor which is the model of the standard TUCKER de­
composition, we apply sparsity on it in a greedy fashion. The sparsity of the core tensor 
compresses the data by considering only its non-zero elements. Moreover, the input 
signal is represented by only those columns of mode-n dictionaries which correspond 
to those non-zero elements of the core tensor.
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The core tensor also establishes the relationship between the atoms of the dictionaries 
for describing the input data model. Non-sparse core tensor makes this relationship 
ambiguous because of non-unique solutions especially in decision based applications 
such as classification. The sparsity of the core tensor reduces this ambiguity and clarifies 
the relationship between the dictionaries.
The sparsity of the dictionaries can be avoided without applying any polarity constraint 
e.g. non-negative constraints on the elements of the dictionary atoms. The atoms of the 
n-mode dictionaries of the TUCKER model actually represent the internal structure 
of the input data for each dimension and provide basis for the generation of the sparse 
core tensor. These dictionaries along with the core tensor can be used to provide class- 
specific models. In most non-negative tensor decomposition methods, these dictionaries 
become sparse because of the non-negative constraints [133] and their atoms do not 
provide sufficient class-specific information as evident from our experiments, hence 
cause poor classification performance. In our learning algorithm, we propose to apply 
sparsity on the core tensor only and learn dense dictionaries which, we hope, will provide 
rich class-specific information for classification.
Based upon the above arguments, we make following contributions.
1. We have developed a new dictionary learning algorithm for learning n-mode dic­
tionaries based on the TUCKER decomposition with sparse core tensor. The 
sparsity induced in the core tensor is a structured sparsity called block-sparsity 
which introduces clusters of non-zero blocks at different places in the core tensor. 
This block-sparsity is determined by using tensor extended version of Orthogonal 
Matching Pursuit (OMP) known as T-OMP (Tensor OMP) [136]. The n-mode 
dictionaries are learned without any constraints on the polarity of their elements 
which provide information-rich underlying basis and subspace for the block-sparse 
representation of the input data.
2. We further extend our algorithm to learn discriminative n-mode dictionaries by 
adding additional constraints in the dictionary learning objective function by 
incorporating between-class and within-class spread information of the data mea­
sured by the Fisher criterion. This results in improved classification performance
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for several applications as shown in our experiments.
3. We also present a classification model based on the sparse core tensor and its 
n-mode dictionaries learned from the data. Class-specific classifier models are 
built using those decomposition factors and the test signals are classified based 
upon signal reconstruction error.
Our algorithm also works well with training data of small size as shown in speaker 
identification and digit recognition experiments. In digit recognition, only 17% of the 
total training data is used.
4.1.3 Chapter O utline
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 formulates an objective 
function for tensor dictionary learning problem. Section 4.3 presents the Tensor OMP 
algorithm which has been used in the coding stage of our algorithm. Section 4.4 de­
scribes the proposed dictionary learning methods for high dimensional data, namely, 
CradTensor, for general (CT-C) as well as discriminative dictionaries (CT-D). Section
4.5 shows experiments along with their results and Section 4.6 summarizes the chapter.
The overview of tensors has been given in Chapter 2, therefore we move on to the next 
section without further explanation about the fundamentals and notations of tensor.
4.2 Problem  Form ulation and O ptim ization Criterion
Tensor decomposition based on the TUCKER model is formulated as:
Y  =  X  x i  X2 A (^ ) . . .  x_^ A (^ ) (4.1)
Ml M]\i-
mi=l T T i N — l
where o is the outer product between the vectors. A^”  ^ G where n =
1,2, ...,AT, are factor (dictionary) matrices composed of Mn number of vectors 
and can be considered as principal components along each mode of the tensor. X
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G jg core tensor. This decomposition model is shown in Figure 2.5. It
can be represented element-wise as
M l M iv
Vh-iN — ^  ■■■ Xmi-niN
m i = l  m i v = l
f  or ifi =  1 , . . . ,  7^, 77, =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  N
If the core tensor X is super-diagonal and Mi =  M 2  =  • • • =  M^r, then this can be 
considered as PARAFAC decomposition introduced in [94].
Motivated by the use of sparse core tensor for signal classification as discussed in Section
4.1.2, we learn tensor dictionaries with a sparsity constraint on the core tensor X. To 
calculate the sparse core tensor, our objective function for model (4.1) takes the form:
argminJ^(X, Â) =  argmin || Y -  X Xi A^ )^ X2  • • • xjv A '^^  ^ ||^ (4.3)
X,Â X,Â
s-t. II X ||o< s
where Â =  A^ )^ x% A^^ ) X2  ••• Xjv-i Xjv A^^), || • ||i7  is the Frobenius norm,
II • II0  is the £ 0  norm that counts the number of non-zero elements in the core tensor X 
and s is the sparsity representing the number of non-zero elements in the core tensor. 
Since using the norm is an NP-hard problem, there are two well-known approaches 
in the literature for the application of sparsity constraints. One approach is based upon 
i l  norm that uses convex relaxation techniques [37] [133] while the other is based on 
greedy algorithm such as Matching Pursuit (MP) and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit 
(OMP) [35]. Since greedy algorithms are less computationally complex as compared to 
the i l  norm based algorithms [41], in this thesis, we use a greedy algorithm which is 
an extension of OMP for tensors [136]. This Tensor-OMP (TOMP) is used to compute 
the block-sparse core tensor given the dictionary factors. Unlike traditional sparsity 
computation methods in which non-zero elements have an arbitrary structure in the 
tensor, the clusters of non-zero elements with block structure at different places in a 
tensor are computed, hence called block-sparsity. With block sparsity, the objective 
function (4.3) takes the form
argmin J^(X,Â) =  argmin || Y — X Xi A^ )^ X2  "  • Xn  A^^) ||^
x,Â X,Â
g.L 2 :^ 1 -. =  0 V (7 7%!,... ,7njv) ^ A4i x - - - x Mfjv (4.4)
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where M n  = • • •, denotes the subset of indices for mode-n (n = 1 ,. . .  ,N),
and Sn represents the mode-n sparsity, showing the number of selected columns of each 
dictionary required for the TUCKER representation. Those selected atoms belonging 
to each mode give rise to a subset of n-mode dictionaries which generate sub-tensors 
(blocks) in the core tensor. In this way, the sparsity structure of the core tensor is 
block-sparse and the total sparsity (i.e. the number of non-zeros) of the N-way core 
tensor is denoted by s =  si x • • • x s n .
In equation (4.4), the dictionary columns known as basis vectors or atoms are 
not necessarily orthogonal. However, they represent the basis for each mode of the 
input tensor. The iterative solution to the optimisation of the objective function in 
equation (4.4) results in n-mode dictionaries with good reconstruction accuracy [137] 
but may not be good in capturing the discerning features for classification problems. To 
address this issue, additional constraints in the objective function in (4.4) are required 
to balance between the reconstruction accuracy and the classification performance.
A well known criterion for learning discriminative projection matrix is the Fisher cri­
terion given by
tr [WSfcW^' 
tr[WS„W'"
j ( w) = ‘ (4 .5 )
where is called within-class scatter matrix and S5  is called between-class scatter 
matrix. W  is the discriminant projection matrix that can be obtained by maximizing 
the Fisher function J. 8 ,^ and S{, are defined as
C jCc
Sw =  X ] X ](yi -  Pc){yi -  P c f  (4-6)
c = l  i = l
C
=  (4.7)
C=1
where C  is the total number of classes, Kc is the number of training samples in class 
c, is the class mean and p, is the overall mean of all the classes.
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The above discussion shows that a reasonable criterion for learning discriminative dic­
tionaries is to decrease the within-class scatter information and increase the between- 
class information. Following [138] [139], the objective function in (4.4) can be extended 
to include discriminative constraints as
a rg m in 7 b (x ,À) =  argmin || Y -  X x„ Â | | |  
x,A x,Â
g.t. ..mAT =  0  V (m i , . . . ,  mjv) ^ M i x - - x (4.8)
where and ^ 5  are tensor based within-class and between-class scatter terms respec­
tively, given by and =  tr(A(")^S^^^A(")), Ai and A2  are
the positive penalty parameters that define the contribution of the scatter terms in the 
computation of the overall objective function. The derivation of 'I/w and is given in 
Section 4.4.2.
Similar to the matrix based dictionary learning algorithms [7], tensor dictionary learn­
ing can be performed in a two-step iterative process. In the first step, the sparse core
tensor is computed using e.g. TOMP with tensor dictionaries initialized by left
leading singular vectors of the mode-n matrices of the input tensor Y. Once the sparse 
core tensor is obtained, the tensor dictionaries are computed iteratively by e.g. gradi­
ent descent in an alternating manner. Hence in the next two sections, we first describe 
the details of the TOMP algorithm. We then place our focus on the dictionary update 
stage where we propose two algorithms, GT-G and GT-D for learning general and dis­
criminative dictionaries based on the optimisation of the objective function (4 .4 ) and 
(4.8), respectively.
4.3 Tensor OM P
In our work, tensor ÔMP (TOMP) [136] is used to find the sparse core tensor based 
on the dictionary factors and the given data. The TOMP algorithm is based on the 
equivalence of equation (4.1) to the vectorized version of the tensor representation in 
terms of Kronecker dictionaries, i.e.
vec{Y) = (A -^ )^ 0  • • • 0  A(^))uec(X) (4 .9 )
y  =  (A (^) 0 . . - 0 A(^))x (4.10)
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where 0  is the Kronecker product, 'uec(-) is obtained by stacking all the columns of 
mode-1 tensor Y(i) into a single vector y G  ^ Equation (4.10) is similar to
the conventional linear (matrix) sparse representation formulation where x is a sparse 
vector with s number of non-zero elements. The TOMP algorithm is given in Algorithm 
1 .
A lgorithm  4.1; T ensor-O M P [136]_________________________________________
Task: Find sparse representation Y =  X Xi A^ ^^  • • • xjv with
=  0  V (m i , . . . ,  mjv) ^ M l  x . . .  x M n - (K (M i , . . . ,  M n )) = E.
R equire: n-mode dictionaries A^”  ^ G for n = 1 , . . . ,  N,  input signal Y, the
maximum number of non-zeros coefficients tmax ^  s, tolerance e.
O u tp u t: X (A l i , . . . ,  Adiv) =  E, {Al l , . . . ,  TWiv}.
In itia liza tion : M n  = 0(n =  1, .. .  ,iV), R =  Y,X  =  0, t =  1;
w hile (|A<i|. . .  lAdivl < tmax and |1R||f > e) do
1. {m 5 . . .m ^}  =  argmax{^^...^^} |R Xi A(^)^(:,mi) - - - xjv A(^)^(:,m;v)|;
2 . A4,, =  A4,,U[m^](n =  l , . . . ,Ar) ,BW=AW(:,A4T,);
3. e =  arg mffiu ||(B(-^) 0  • • • 0  B^^))u -  yUl; .
4. R =  Y - E x i B(i) - - -X atB(^);
5. t =  t 4 - 1;
end  w hile
re tu rn  |A 4 i , . . . ,  Adjy} ,E;___________________________________________ _ ______
In this algorithm, A^'^\:,mn) is Matlab notation representing selection of specific 
columns in a matrix A^") indexed by m„. In each iteration, a subset of n-mode dic­
tionary atoms from A^") are selected as B^’^ ) which are highly correlated to the input 
signals. These selected atoms corresponding to each mode of a tensor give rise to 
non-zero blocks (sub-tensors) in the core tensor.
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In Algorithm 4.1 at step 3, e =  vec(E) is calculated by first formulating the equation 
as a least squares problem. The further expansion of this formulation leads to the 
equation of the TUCKER decomposition in unfolded form. For each unfolded form, 
the Cholesky factorization computes the n-mode forms of the core tensor E successively 
that results in the computation of the block-sparse core tensor. Further details about 
the TOMP algorithm can be found in [136].
4.4 P roposed  M ethod: GradTensor
As a second step of the tensor dictionary learning algorithm, the n-mode dictionaries 
are determined one after the other iteratively while keeping the core tensor fixed. In 
the following subsection, we first present the general dictionary learning algorithm 
which is followed by a subsection presenting the method for learning the discriminative 
dictionaries.
4.4.1 General D ictionaries (G T-G )
Mathematically, equation (4.1) can be represented in an unfolded form as
Y(„) = AWX(„)(A(") 0 ■ ■ ■ ® A<"+1) 0 A("-') 0 ■ ■ ■ 0 aP>)'^  (4.11)
To calculate the mode-n dictionary in the unfolded form, the minimization of
equation (4.4) can be written as
argm jn7(x , Â) =  arg mm || Y(„) — A*^ ’^ ^X(„)(A '^^^ 0  • • • 0  A^”+^  ^ 0  (4.12)
A("-i) 0  . . .  0  A( )^):  ^ 11^
From (4.12), the gradient of the error norm with respect to A^"  ^ can be calculated by
VJ-A(„) =  (Y(„) -  A(”)X(„)Â!„) [X(„)ÀI„] * (4.13)
where À_„ =  (A "^ )^ 0  . • • 0  0  0  . . .  0  A^^)) and f is the pseudo-inverse of
the matrix. This gradient is then used to update the n-mode tensor dictionaries. The 
updates are given by
(4.14)
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where 7  is the step size and k is the current step of the gradient descent algorithm. 
These tensor dictionaries are learned in an alternating manner such that when learning 
one mode dictionary like all the other mode dictionaries and the core tensor are 
held fixed. In this way, all the dictionaries are updated. In the next iteration, these 
learned dictionaries are used to find the sparse core tensor in the sparse coding stage. 
This two-stage learning process alternates between the update of the tensor dictionaries 
and the update of the sparse core tensor until a stopping criterion is reached. Algorithm
4.2 gives the summary of the whole algorithm.
Algorithm 4.2: GradTensor for general dictionaries (GT-G)______________
Task: Find the mode-n dictionaries A^ )^ G and the sparse core tensor
X G that give the sparsest representation of the input signal tensor
Y G R h x -x in  with the predefined sparsity s =  si x • • • x s„.
Require: Input signal Y, sparse core tensor X, maximum sparsity value (i.e. the 
total number of non-zeros) s, step size 7 , tolerance ei and €2 ,
Output: All n-mode dictionaries A^^\
Initialization: Each mode-n dictionary A^”  ^ is initialized by left leading vectors 
of Y„, where n =  1 , . . . ,  A  is the index of the modes of a tensor.
Repeat until convergence ( i.e. 7 (X , {A}) < 6 2  ):
1. Sparse Coding Stage: Use TOMP (i.e. Algorithm 4.1) to find the sparse core 
tensor X by solving eq (4.4).
2. Dictionary Learning Stage: Update the dictionaries A^’^  ^ for each mode by the 
gradient descent.
f o r  n =  1 , . . . ,  AT
• Calculate the gradient for A^"\ . While fixing all the other
dictionaries and sparse core tensor, update by (4.13) and (4.14) until 
the error between the two consecutive iterations for the updates of A^”  ^
reaches ei or the number of iterations reaches its maximum limit.
end
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As these dictionaries are learned by the gradient descent, the minimization of the ob­
jective function may lead to local minima. To improve convergence, all the dictionaries 
are initialized by the left leading factors of the input tensor data. Though we don’t 
have an explicit mathematical proof for the convergence of the algorithm, yet the sim­
ulations on synthetic and real data show the good convergence of the algorithm to a 
constant residual value as confirmed in Section 4.5.
4.4.2 D iscrim inative D ictionaries
The n-mode dictionaries learned so far in Section 4.4.1 are sparsity enforcing dictio­
naries which are not necessarily discriminative enough for classification purposes. To 
obtain sparse discriminative features for each mode of the data, we need to incorporate 
Su, and Sb when learning each n-mode dictionary.
Since the core tensor gives us the weighting of each atom in each n-mode dictionary 
which contribute to the input data tensors, we extend the Fisher criterion from the 
matrix version in (4.6) and (4.7) to tensor version in terms of core tensors. The within- 
class and between-class scatter of tensors for the core tensors are given as
C ATc
®»(X) = (4.15)
c—1 i = \
c
» 6 (X) =  (4.16)
C=1
where and X^ are the class mean and overall mean of the core tensor calculated by
X  ^ =  A  E s  (4.17)
i = l  
1 ^
S  =  c E S  (4.18)
C=1
Assuming n-mode dictionaries orthogonal for all practical purposes, core tensor X can 
be represented as:
X  =  Y x i A ( ^ ) ^ X 2  . . . X A r A ( ^ ) ^  (4.19)
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Hence, equation (4.15) and (4.16) can be written as
M X )  =  E E I I ( S - X P x i A W " ’ x 2 - - - x , v A W ^ | | | .  (4.20)
c = l  i = l
®t(X) =  E  II (X^ -  X^) Xi A (^^ X; . . .  Xff A ^ ^  11^ (4.21)
C = 1
In unfolded matrix form, equations (4.20) and (4.21) can be written as
»w(X) =  E E  II (y |(„) -  Y ^ w )  À -
c = l  i= l
M X )  = E I I  À -
n  IIF
n  IIF
(4.22)
(4.23)
where Y% , is the unfolded version of Y^. Further expanding the Frobenius norms, 
we get
C Kc
® » ( X )  =  E E l | A ‘”’’" ( Y i ( n ) - Y = ( „ ) ) A _ „ | | |
C=1 2=1 
C Kc
=  E E * ’’C—l 2=1
A W ^ ( Y ^ W - Y ^ j Â _ ,
A : .  - Y L  J  AW' ( )^ A* (22)^
C Kc
E E ( y | ( „ ) - Y ^ ( „ ) 1 A _ „ x
.  C = 1  2 = 1
tT  Y
Hn) AW
(4.24)
and
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M X  =  E  II a W ^  {A} - n  ||2IIf
c = l
C
=  E * ’’
C=1
Y E . -  Y,
) ^ A ( n)
=  tr lA W ^ E ( Y -  - Y
. C=1
(*(n) : '  f w )  Â - ,
a 1 „ (y^(„) -  Y,,„))^
=  tr ( a W ^ s [ ” ’ a W ^
A(»)
(4.25)
(4.26)
The Fisher criterion for learning the discriminative dictionaries for tensor data becomes
® t ( X ) (4.27)^w(X)
To implement this criterion, we incorporate 'Fu, and in the objective function as 
given in equation (4.8).
This objective function is again minimized in two alternate iterative steps: sparse 
coding and dictionary update but this time with the discriminative constraints. Sparse 
coding stage is done by TOMP as in the case of general dictionaries and the gradient 
descent is used for learning the discriminative dictionaries by first finding the gradients 
of the first three terms in equation (4.8) as
VP, a II Y -  X Xi aW  X2 - - -XN A(^) III +Ai4*u; -  A2 ^ 6
aA('')
(4.28)
where the first term is given in equation (4.13). The partial derivatives of and 
are given by
atr(AWl-sWAW)
aAW "  aA(")
9tr (aW ^sW aï"))
aAW aAW
=  2 SWAW
=  2gWAW
(4.29)
(4.30)
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where and sM  are the n-mode matrices given by
C Kc
si" ' =  (4.31)
C = 1  2 = 1
si" ' =  E ( y ^ ( „ ) - Y . ( „ ) ) Â - „ â 7 ( y = , „ , - Y , ( „ E  (4.32)
C = 1
Hence the discriminative dictionary gradient takes the form
f ) , A W  ~  ( ^ ( 2 2 )  j" +
2 AiSWAW _  2A2S^")AW (4.33)
and the update for the n-mode discriminative dictionary is
AW(k+i) ^ (^T2)(k) _  (4.34)
where 7 1  is the step size and k is the current step of the discriminative gradient descent 
algorithm. These tensor dictionaries are learned in the minimization manner similar 
to Algorithm 4.2, by alternating between tensor dictionaries learning and sparse core 
tensor update until a stopping criterion is reached. Algorithm 4.3 gives the summary 
of the whole algorithm.
Algorithm 4.3; GradTensor for discriminative dictionaries (GT-D)
Task: Find mode-n dictionaries AW £ jiinxMn sparse core tensor 
X G that give discriminative dictionaries and sparsest representation of
the input signal tensor Y G r L x - x I u  with the predefined sparsity s =  si x • • • x s^. 
Require: Input signal Y, sparse core tensor X, maximum sparsity value (i.e. the 
total number of non-zeros) s, step size 7 1 , tolerance ei and €2 ,
Output: All n-mode dictionaries AW.
Initialization: Each mode-n dictionary AW is initialized by Mn left leading vectors 
of Yu, where n =  1 , . . . ,  A  is the index of the modes of a tensor.
Repeat until convergence:( i.e. 7o(X , {A}) < € 2  )
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1. Sparse Coding Stage: Use TOMP to find the sparse core tensor X.
2. Dictionary Learning Stage: Learn discriminative dictionaries AW for each 
mode by the discriminative gradient descent.
f o r  n = l , . . . , N
• Find the n-mode scatter matrices gW g^d gW via equations (4.31) and 
(4.32).
• Calculate the gradient for AW^ While fixing all the other 
dictionaries and sparse core tensor, update AW by (4.33) and (4.34) until 
the error between two consecutive iteràtions for AW update reaches ei or 
the number of iterations reaches its maximum limit.
end
The convergence curve for the minimization of objective function (4.8) is also demon­
strated in Section 4.5.
4.5 E xperim ents and R esu lts
We perform several experiments to analyse our algorithm for different applications. 
First, the convergence of our proposed algorithms, GT-G and GT-D, is examined based 
on both the synthetic and real data. Other experiments are performed to investigate 
the classification performance of the proposed algorithms for the problems of speaker 
identification and digits recognition in comparison with baseline TUCKER decomposi­
tion algorithms such as standard TUCKER method TALS [16], and the state-of-the-art 
HALS [17], TCCD [18] and APG [133] methods. For TALS, we use the Matlab toolbox 
for tensors available at [140]. Other state-of-the-art algorithms codes are also available 
online^. In all of these competing algorithm, the size of their dictionaries, core tensors 
and the sparsity of their core tensors (where applicable) are set to the same as those
^The code for HALS is a t w w w .bsp.brain .riken.jp /" phan. T he code for T C C D  is a t 
h ttp ://pages.cs.w isc .edu /~ ji-liu /code and th e  code for A PG  is available a t w w w .caam .rice .edu/~opti- 
m iza tio n /b cu /
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of the GT-G/GT-D. However, for HALS, we use default values for two additional pa­
rameters as suggested by its authors in image classification experiments. To show the 
benefit of tensor based methods over conventional machine learning methods, we also 
compare our proposed algorithm with the Bag of Words (BoW) model where SVM is 
used in the classification stage.
4.5.1 Sim ulation Study on Convergence
100 trials o f tensor decomposition of size 100X100X100
Number of iterations
Figure 4.1: Convergence curve of the GT-G algorithm over 100 trials.
In the first experiment, we test the convergence of GT-G based on a synthetically gen- 
erated 3 -rd order tensor of size 7  ^ 6  {5,10,20,50,100), =  1 , 2 ,3, which is decomposed
into sparse core tensor and n-mode dictionaries of different sizes, i.e. Mn =  kin where 
A: E {1 / 2 , 3 / 4 ,1,5/4,3/2,2} with a fixed mode sparsity =  1/6. The convergence is
defined in the sense that the residual error ceases to changes after some iterations. In all 
the cases, the residual error curve converged to a constant value after some iterations. 
However, in each case, the convergence value is different. One such curve is shown in 
Figure 4.1 for an input tensor of size /i  x / 2  x is =  100 x 100 x 100 generated from mode 
dictionaries of size 1 0 0  x 1 0 0  and sparse core tensor of size Mn =  0.5/ri(^ li2,3)
whose elements are obtained from Gaussian distributions with zero mean and unit vari­
ance. The sparse core tensor has a fixed mode sparsity of /3 =  Sn/Mn — 1/6. The value 
of the step size 7  is 0.3. There are three threshold parameters in the algorithm, e for 
stopping the TOMP, ei for stopping the gradient descent iterations and 6 2  for the over­
all algorithm. In the dictionary update stage, when the error between two consecutive
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iterations reaches ei, dictionary update stops. In a similar way, the whole algorithm 
stops when the error between the input tensor and the reconstructed one reaches 6 2 - 
Typically, e and ei are set to a value 10“® and £ 2  is chosen to be 10“ .^ The algorithm 
convergence curve shown in Figure 4.1 is obtained by averaging the curve over 100 
independent trials (experiments). The residual error for the GT-G convergence is given 
by II Y — X À ||j? where À is define after equation 4.3.
To show the convergence of the GT-D algorithm which requires multi-class dataset, we 
apply it on a small subset of MNIST^ dataset. This dataset is composed of 10 classes 
representing digits from 0 to 9. We create 10 input training tensors one per class, each 
of size / i  X / 2  X 7 3  =  20 X 20 X 20 by stacking 20 x 20 sized images one after the other 
and learn the discriminative dictionaries on this data. The size of the core tensor is set 
to Mn = 0.5In{n = 1 ,2, 3). This also defines the size of the n-mode dictionaries which 
is given by In x Mn =  2 0  x 10. The sparse core tensor has a fixed mode sparsity of 
13 = Sn/Mn =  1/3. The other parameters 7 1 , e, ei and £ 2  have the same values as those 
specified in the convergence analysis of GT-G.
Convergence curves for GT-D with X = 0.001 Convergence curves for GT-D with X = 0.05
g
I
Number of iterations
g
§
I
Number of iterations
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Convergence curves of the GT-D algorithm for learning class-specific dis­
criminative dictionaries for different values of Ai and A2 . (a) Convergence curve of the 
GT-D algorithm for different values of Ai with A2  =  0.001. (b) Convergence curve of 
the GT-D algorithm for different values of A% with A2  =  0.05.
The convergence curves of GT-D for different values of Ai and A2  are shown in Figure
^Available a t h ttp ://yann .lecun .com /exdb /m n ist
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4.2. The residual error is calculated by (^{n) ~ -
Depending upon the values of Ai and A2  which determine trade­
off between within-class and between-class scatter contributions and in turn affect the 
residual errors, these curves show that the algorithm converges smoothly to a constant 
residual value after some iterations.
4.5.2 Signal Classification
To validate the discriminative power of our proposed algorithms, we apply them for 
the multi-class classification problems of speaker identification and digit recognition 
and compare its classification performance with that of the baseline method TALS 
[16], and the state-of-the-art methods such as HALS [17] , TCCD [18], APG [133] and 
BoW modesl using linear SVM classifier. In case of tensor based algorithms, the signal
classification is performed by projecting the test signals onto the basis defined by the
learned dictionaries and the core tensor. For 3-rd order tensor, the basis in each case 
of the competing algorithms is computed by
D  =  X  x i  A(^) X2 A(^) (4.35)
where D is the learned basis tensor. This basis tensor D is used to classify the test 
feature matrix and is determined during the training phase. The test feature matrix 
ytest -g projected onto the basis tensor as
^  D L  (4.36)
For each classification application, the test feature matrix Y*®^* is projected onto each 
class basis tensor obtained by (4.35) to get the coefficients by using the least squares 
method. The resulting coefficients are used to reconstruct the test feature matrix Ÿ f  
with the help of each class basis The class label of the basis tensor that gives
the minimum residual error in signal reconstruction is the predicted label of the test 
signal. Mathematically,
I = argmin — Y^^^^ (4.37)
where I is the predicted label of the test signal matrix
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Speaker Identifica tion
Speaker identification results with different values of and
i
I
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Classification performance for identification of 5 speakers
5 training utterances per speaker 
ng utterances per speaker
y
GT-D GT-G TALS APG
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Figure 4.3: Classification performance for the identification of 5 speakers, (a) Speaker 
identification results with varying parameter values. For the Ai curve, A2  is set to 0.001 
while for A2 , Ai is set to 0.005. (b) Classification performances for the identification of 
5 speakers for different decomposition algorithms with a different number of utterances 
per speaker.
For this classification problem, a subset of the TIMIT [128] corpus is selected for speaker 
identification of 5 speakers with 10 utterances (sentences) per speaker, resulting in a 
total of 50 utterances. Each utterance (sound file) has a different duration with an 
average value of 1.5 seconds. All the sound files are sampled at a sampling frequency 
of 16 kHz. Each sound file’s (.wav format) raw data is first decomposed into frames of 
1000 samples and each frame is converted to 13-dimensional Linear Predictive Coding 
(LPC) features with 50% overlap. Hence, each utterance is converted to a number of 
LPC feature vectors which are stacked one after the other to make a matrix of size 
7i X / 2  =  13 X 99. There are 10 utterances per class (speaker), hence all LPC matrices 
corresponding to all utterances per class are stacked one after the other to form a tensor 
of size Ji X / 2  X / 3  =  13 X 99 X 10. In this way, each frontal slice of a tensor represents 
one utterance per class (speaker). From each class tensor, we randomly select training 
and testing signals by selecting frontal slices. For 5-speakers, we obtain 5 tensors with 
each having the same size.
We perform two experiments, with 5 and 7 training utterances per class respectively.
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We run in total 20 trials for each experiment in such a way that randomly selected 
training and testing samples (utterances) do not overlap with each other. Hence in 
case of 5 training utterances, remaining 5 utterances are used for testing and in case of 
7 training utterances, remaining 3 utterances are used for testing.
For the above mentioned data, we run our proposed algorithms (GT-G and GT-D) 
along with TALS, and APG algorithms. The parameter selection for other algorithms 
has been discussed in the introduction of Section 4.5. For GT-G and GT-D, the step- 
size 7  and 7 1  are set to 0.3. For other values of step size, 0.1 gives very slow convergence 
while 0.5 causes the algorithm to miss the local point and leads to divergence. Other 
approximation error values e and ei are set to 10“® while 6 2  is chosen to be 10“ '^ . For 
learning discriminative dictionaries in GT-D, we choose the best values of the penalty 
terms Ai and A2  by cross-validation. The classification performance of the basis learned 
by all algorithms (GT-D, GT-G, TALS, APG and BoW) is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). 
In the case of each tensor based algorithm, Mn =  0.5/n and the fixed mode sparsity 
in our proposed algorithms is p = Sn/Mn = 1/3. For BoW model, we use a codebook 
of size 15 (by cross-validation) among other values of {13,20,50}, which gives best 
classification result. The BoW features are used with linear SVM to perform speaker 
identification.
Speaker No. 1 2 3 4 5
1 84.60 0 0 15.20 1.20
2 0 99 0 1.0 0
3 0 0 100 0 0
4 0 0 0 100 0
5 0 0 13.60 0 87.40
Table 4.1: Confusion matrix for the identification of 5 speakers using GT-D algorithm.
The graph in Figure 4.3 (b) reveals that GT-D (discriminative dictionaries) identifies 
94.20%/96% speakers for 5/7 training utterances per speaker correctly, followed by GT- 
G (general dictionaries) with classification results of 91.8096/92.67% as compared to the 
TALS, and APG which have a classification performance of 88.80%/92.33% and 24.20% 
/19.33% for 5/7 training utterance per speaker, respectively. The BoW classification
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model gives 51.80% /  55.52% classification accuracy for 5/7 training utterances per 
speaker, respectively. The confusion matrix for the speaker identification for GT-D is 
shown in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.3 (b) shows that our proposed algorithms outperform other competing meth­
ods in this speaker identification task. Our proposed algorithm also show significant 
improvements over the methods discussed in Chapter 3 for speaker identification.
Digit Recognition
We use the MNIST data set (mentioned in Section 4.5.1 ) for the problem of digit 
recognition which is composed of 60000 training examples of digits ranging from 0  to 
9 and 10000 test examples. Each training or testing image is of size 20 x 20 pixels. 
All images are grey scale images with their values ranging between 0 and 1 . We use 
17% of the total training examples for our training purpose which are about 10000 in 
numbers while in the testing phase we use all 10000 testing examples. Each training 
or testing sample (image) is converted in to Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 
[141] feature matrix of size 128 x 121. The SIFT method extracts features form digit 
images. In case of training samples, all SIFT feature matrices in a class are stacked 
together to form an input training tensor. We use 1000 training examples per class, 
hence each training tensor has a size of Ii x I 2  x Is = 128 x 121 x 1000. For 10 digit 
classes, we obtain 1 0  class-specific training tensors with each having the same size.
With this data in hand, we first investigate the effect of the sparsity of the core tensor 
on classification performance. We then perform two different types of experiments 
for the task of digit recognition. In the first experiment, the digits are recognized 
without adding any noise in the testing data while in the second experiment, digits are 
recognized in the presence of Gaussian and salt-and-pepper noise. The classification 
performance of our proposed methods is compared with those of TALS, HALS, GGD, 
APG and BoW methods. In case of each tensor based algorithm, =  37^/4 and the 
fixed mode sparsity of GT-G and GT-D is set to /3 =  1/3. The choice of Mn = 37^/4 
was made since it gives better performance over =  0.57„. In each experiment, the 
penalty parameters Ai and A2  for GT-D are set to 0.004 and 0.001 respectively by cross
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Classification performance with different core tensor sparsity
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Figure 4.4: Effect of the core tensor sparsity on classification performance for digit 
recognition.
validation. The other parameters 7 1 , e, and £ 2  for GT-D and GT-G are set to the 
same values as those specified in the speaker identification experiment.
The classification performances for different values of the fixed mode sparsity /3 = 
S n / M n   ^ is shown in Figure 4.4. The graph shows that the classification performance 
becomes less dependant on p beyond 1/2. However higher values of p need more 
computations (as seen from equation (2.23)) with unnoticeable changes in classification 
performance. Hence we select p = 1/3 for all of our experiments.
For clean testing data, the classification performance for each algorithm averaged over 
20 trials is shown in Figure 4.5(b). This shows that GT-D has the highest digit recog­
nition rate followed by GT-G, TALS, HALS, CCD, APG and BoW with the corre­
sponding classification accuracies of 96.14%, 94.49%, 93.34%, 69.27%, 26.44%, 20% 
and 88.50% respectively. In case of BoW method, from different values of codebook 
sizes i.e. {200,400,500,1000}, we chose the codebook of size 500 which has the best 
classification performance among various codebook sizes. The confusion matrix for the 
experiment by GT-D is also shown in Table 4.2.
For noisy data, we compare the classification accuracy between GT-D, GT-G, TALS 
and BoW. We add two different types of noise to the testing signals and train the
^Here S n  is the  n-m ode sparsity and the to ta l sparsity of 3-way core tensor is s =  s i x S2 x 5 3 -
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Figure 4.5: Classification performance for digit recognition (a) Digit recognition results 
with varying parameter values. For obtaining the Ai curve, A2  is fixed to 0.001 while 
for A2 , Ai is fixed to 0.004. (b) Classification performance comparison of different
decomposition algorithms for digit recognition with clean testing data.
dictionaries of the competing algorithms with clean training data. With added Gaussian 
noise, the classification performance of the algorithms is shown in Figure 4.6 (a) for 
different levels of signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio ranging from 0 dB to 10 dB. The two 
algorithms are evaluated for different levels of salt-n-pepper noise added to the testing 
data and their classification accuracies are shown in Figure 4.6 (b). Percentage level of 
the salt-n-pepper noise shows how many pixels in the test image have been corrupted. 
In case of noisy data, the performance of GT-D and GT-G is same which shows the 
tolerance against the noise is because of sparsity rather than discriminative terms. This 
result also confirms the works conducted by the authors in [56] and [58] that the effect 
of discrimination promoting terms is compromised in the presence of noise, hence the 
sparsity provides restraint against noise. The BoW model shows better performance 
for higher values of noise and loses its performance as the data gets cleaner.
The above figures for the classification performance of different TUCKER, decomposi­
tion methods clearly show the discriminative power of the class basis learned by our 
proposed algorithms over those learned by other state-of-the-art algorithms. This also 
signifies the importance of learning a sparse core tensor. Since the dense core tensor 
in TALS establishes the relationship between decomposition factors along each mode.
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Digits recognition with added Gaussian noise Digits recognition with added salt-n-pepper noise
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the classification accuracy of the GT-D and TALS algorithms 
with different types of noise added to the testing signals, (a) Classification performance 
comparison between GT-D and TALS with different levels of Gaussian noise added to 
the signal, (b) Classification performance comparison between GT-D and TALS with 
different levels of salt-n-pepper noise added to the signal.
sparsity constraint on the core tensor applied in the GT-D/GT-G learning algorithms 
clarifies this relationship and reduces the ambiguity in the interpretation of this re­
lationship. The classification results show that the sparsity constraint also helps to 
maintain the discriminative ability of the learned dictionaries. The within-class and 
between-class constraints for learning discriminative dictionaries make them more class 
specific while rejecting the interference of other classes more robustly.
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Digits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 97.24 0.71 1.84 0 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0
1 0.35 98.06 0.53 0.09 0.97 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.48 0.58 96.80 0.87 1.26 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 2.08 97.92 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 . 2 0.61 0.51 0 98.68 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 . 2 2 0 0.78 1.46 0 94.62 0.45 0 . 1 1 2.24 0 . 1 1
6 0.31 0.63 0 . 2 1 0 0 . 2 1 1 . 8 8 96.66 0 0 . 1 0 0
7 0 0 . 1 0 0 . 6 8 0.29 1.56 1.17 0 95.43 0.19 1.65
8 0 0.92 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 1 0.31 2^7 1.23 0 . 1 0 92.51 3.80
9 0 0 . 1 0 0 . 1 0 0 0.59 1.49 0 . 1 0 1.78 1.09 93.46
Table 4.2: Confusion matrix for digit recognition using GT-D algorithm.
4.6 Sum m ary
We have developed a tensor dictionary learning algorithm for the TUCKER model that 
incorporates sparsity constraints on the core tensor. To capture the discriminative fea­
tures, we also learned discriminative dictionaries by applying discriminative constraints 
on the dictionaries. We have shown the convergence curves of the proposed algorithm 
along with experiments on signal classification with clean and noisy data. The results 
show that general tensor decomposition algorithms are well suited for the classification 
application as compared to the non-negative tensor decomposition algorithms such as 
HALS, TCCD and APG. The in-class and between-class constraints further improve 
the discriminative power of the dictionaries and thus the classification performance as 
compared to non-sparse core tensor. The experiments also show the benefits of tensor 
based classification over conventional machine learning methods. The classification re­
sults clearly show the ability of our algorithms for maintaining the discerning features of 
the signals in general and for noisy environments in particular (for images). In future, 
we suggest the testing of these algorithms for noisy audio data too.
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Chapter 5
Tensor Dictionaries w ith Block  
Structure
5.1 Introduction
Dictionary used for classification can be adapted to the underlying data to reflect its 
salient features. An example is the use of inter-class and intra-class scatter information 
of the data [45] in the dictionary learning process. In Chapter 4, we demonstrated 
this idea in learning the discriminative dictionaries of tensor by incorporating this 
data-spread information as a part of the dictionary learning method. The factors 
thus calculated were then used to build up class-specific tensors that were used as the 
classifiers in the classification step. Another example, for instance, is the incoherence 
constraint that can be applied to the dictionaries to make them more tuned for one 
class and less relevant for the others [12] [44]. These constraints can be applied to 
the dictionary either as an update step of the learning algorithm or as a stand-alone 
pre-processing step.
To endow the dictionary with a more predictive power, a recently introduced constraint 
applied to the dictionary is the block structure wherein blocks of atoms pertaining to 
different classes constitute the dictionary. For such type of dictionaries, an appropriate 
form of sparsity is the structured block sparsity [2 1 ] in which the signal is represented
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sparsely in terms of dictionary blocks rather than its atoms. This structured block 
sparsity is different from the one discussed in Chapter 4 in the sense that in Chapter 
4, block structure is absent in dictionaries, hence non-zero blocks formed in the core 
tensor are distributed arbitrarily and at the same time they do not correspond to 
any class specific subspace, while in this chapter, each block formed corresponds to a 
class-specific subspace. Secondly, because of class-specific blocks in the dictionary, non­
zero blocks form a diagonal structure in the core tensor. For vectors/ matrices data, the 
block sparsity is utilised by generalizing the non-block sparse representation algorithms 
such as basis pursuit (BP) [37] and matching pursuit (MP) [34] for block structures. 
Such extensions have given rise to block matching pursuit (BMP) and block orthogonal 
matching pursuit (BOMP) [142] algorithms.
Having a dictionary with block structure, the work in [143] shows that instead of rep­
resenting a test signal with the smallest number of atoms, representing it in terms of 
the minimum number of blocks of a dictionary is a better criterion for signal classifica­
tion. The exploitation of block structure in an underlying dictionary is based upon this 
hypothesis that the training signals of one class often share a common feature that is 
different from the training samples of another class. Hence a block sparse representa­
tion of a test signal can be more discriminative as compared to the conventional sparse 
representation.
Though vector/matrix based machine learning methods show promising results in dif­
ferent areas of research, yet they require the transformation of a matrix or a tensor 
data into vector form in order to apply the vector/matrix based methods. This trans­
formation of dimensionality not only seems to deform the signal structure theoretically, 
but has also been shown to be less representative in practice [15] as compared to the 
learning methods which are directly based on tensors. This fact has been confirmed in 
[15] where the non-negative matrix factorization method fails to represent all parts of 
input data fully as compared to the tensor based method.
Since tensor decomposition methods are better at capturing the details of the data [15] 
for signal representation and reconstruction, we combine them with the block dictionary 
structure that promotes block sparsity in the coefficients. As one class-specific block in
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the dictionary summarizes the information of its own class more precisely as compared 
to others, the sparse coefficients of a signal belonging to that dictionary block make 
more dense cluster of non-zero values as compared to the dictionary blocks of other 
classes. This discriminative structure of the core tensors builds class boundaries in the 
feature space and may help in improving the classification performance.
We study this approach to classification within the context of image recognition where 
the patterns in the images are likely to possess block structure as compared to digits 
images. The organisation of rest of the chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 gives a 
brief review of the classification based on conventional sparse representation. Section
5.3 describes classification based on block sparse structure in matrices and Section
5.4 introduces the concept of block structure in tensors. Section 5.5 describes the 
methodology of our proposed approach. Section 5.6 discusses the experiments and 
results while Section 5.7 concludes the chapter and shows directions for future work.
5.2 C lassification B ased on Sparsity
As discussed in Chapter 2 , a test signal can be classified by finding its sparsest 
representation in a specific class. The class label of the given test sample can be found 
by the label of the class-dictionary that best represents the signal as given by equation 
(2.7). For convenience, here we rewrite it as:
labeliYi) = argmin || -  A*x* \\l + 7  || x* ||i (5.1)
where 7  is the penalty term, x* is the optimized sparse vector that gives the mini­
mum reconstruction error using e.g. OMP, and A{ is the dictionary giving sparsest 
representation of the signal y .^
5.3 M atrix B ased B lock D ictionary and B lock  Sparsity  
for C lassification
A class-specific dictionary represents the distribution of variation of the data in that 
class. In case of block dictionary, each sub-block represents a subspace specific to a class.
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By representing the dictionary with block structure has a potential to capture those 
variations within the data of each class. Unlike the classification method in [46] which 
is based upon conventional sparse representation, the classification with block structure 
can be achieved by block based sparse representation, where the concept of sparsity in 
conventional method can be extended naturally to block sparsity. In this scenario, an 
intuitive way to exploit the discriminative distribution of the data in block dictionary 
in terms of sparsity is the block sparsity. For a dictionary A =  [A[l],. . . ,  A[C]] with 
blocks A[z], where i = 1 , . . .  ,C, the block sparsity is formulated in terms of mixed £q/£i 
norm as
c
m i n ^  II x[z] llq s.t. y =  Ax (5.2)
i = l
where x[z] is the i-th block in the sparse coefficient vector x  corresponding to the 
dictionary block A[i] and iq /h  norm means the number of non-zero £q norms of x[z]. 
Since each dictionary block corresponds to a specific class, i also represents the class 
index ranging from 1 to C. This is a convex optimization problem when g > 1 [21].
Another alternative to exploit block sparsity is to minimize the number of reconstructed 
vectors A[z]x[z], as follows [2 1 ]:
c
m i n ^  I I  A[i]x[z] llq s.t. y =  Ax (5.3)
i = l
The class label of the test signal can be determined by finding the block of the x that has 
the maximum £ 2  norm, since the coefficient block with maximum £ 2  norm corresponds 
to its true class dictionary block, i.e,
labeliy) = argmax || x.[i] H2  (5.4)
A better alternative for block sparse classification is based upon block-sparse recon­
struction error [21], since it compares the test signal with the reconstructed one. In
this case, the label of a test signal y  is determined by
label{y) = argmin || y -  A[z]x[z] H2  (5.5)
This is the method taken in our work for assigning a class to a test signal.
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5.4 B lock D ictionary and Sparsity for Tensors
This very concept of block dictionary and block sparsity for vectors/matrices can be 
extended for high dimensional data, e.g. tensors. As. discussed in Chapter 4, dictionaries 
for the n-dimensional tensor are learned for each of its mode, we anticipate that as in 
the vector/matrix case, introducing the block structure in each n-mode dictionary can 
further enhance the classification performance of tensor dictionaries. These n-mode 
block dictionaries can be defines as:
D efinition 1  (Block Dictionary for a Tensor):
For a multidimensional signal Y- G Rhx/ 2 -x/jv to be represented as a block sparse 
representation, its corresponding block dictionaries A^^) G be defined as
A<") =  [A ^ ll] , A(")[2], AW[C|| (5.6)
where each G is the t-th block within A^”  ^ representing the subspace
of class i = 1 , . . .  ,C, is the size of the block for class i and n is the mode of the 
tensor for n =  1 , . . . ,  Y. ■
Similar to the vector/matrix case, these n-mode block dictionaries can be used to 
represent the input tensor in terms of the structured block sparse core tensor. Two 
approaches can be used to find block sparse core tensor, namely, iq/£i optimization for 
g > 1  and greedy algorithms.
Using optimization techniques, the core tensor with block sparsity can be found by
c
m i n ^  II X[z] llg (5.7)
i = l
Here X[%] G is the %-th sub-tensor in the core tensor X G ]^-^ix-^2 x-xMjv
representing a non-zero core tensor block corresponding to the %-th n-mode block A^”  ^[2 ] 
of the dictionary A(^\ In case of our n-mode block dictionaries in which each 2 -th 
block also represents the 2 -th class, the solution of (5.7) gives the minimum numbers 
of non-zero blocks that lie on the diagonal of the core tensor X. These n-mode block 
dictionaries along with the block sparse core tensor add discriminatory signatures to 
the core tensor that can be used for classification. For a third-order core tensor, the 
blocks formed in the core tensor as a result of (5.7) can be depicted as in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Block sparse structure of a third-order core tensor X .
A test signal Y*®®* can be assigned to a class by first finding its block sparse represen­
tation in terms of the n-mode block dictionaries. A class label is then assigned to the 
tensor signal as:
label{Y^^^*) = argmin || — X[z] X i  A^ ^^ [z] % 2  A^ ^^ [z] • • • A '^^ [^i] \\f  (5.8)
where i is the index of the dictionary block and the core tensor block that gives the 
minimum reconstruction error.
In this chapter, we devise a method for calculating block sparse representation for 
tensors provided that the underlying n-mode dictionaries are given. We use n-mode 
block dictionaries to find the subspace of each class. Those block dictionaries are then 
used to find the block sparse representation of each input test signal. Then the signals 
are classified based on equation (5.8).
5.5 M ethodology
Our classification methodology for high dimensional data (tensors) has two main com­
ponents: (a) n-mode block dictionaries (b) block sparse core tensor.
5.5.1 B lock Dictionaries
As given in equation (4.1) of Chapter 4, TUCKER model can be used to decompose 
a tensor into a core tensor and n-mode dictionaries. To extend this decomposition for
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a block dictionary structure, we defined the notion of block dictionary in Definition 1 
shown earlier.
It is essential for a dictionary block to provide best reconstruction for its relevant class 
signals while poor reconstruction for other class signals measured by e.g. reconstruction 
errors. This ability of th e . dictionary blocks can be quantified by the term known 
as coherence. Hence in block based dictionary where we assume that the subspaces 
spanned by these blocks are disjoint, we have inter-block coherence ryg and intra-block 
coherence as defined next.
D efinition 2  (Inter-block Coherence):
For the blocks of dictionary {A[z]}^j, inter-block coherence is the relationship among 
the blocks defined by [2 1 ]:
g^h
7?s — max max j.— -  „ (5.9)
i¥^ j gGA[i],hGA[7‘] || g H2 II h  II2
where g and h are the atoms belonging to different blocks of a dictionary and (-)^ is
the transpose of a vector. This block coherence is equal to the cosine of the smallest
principal angle among all pairs of the dictionary blocks. ■
D efinition 3 (Intra-block Coherence):
The intra-block coherence, which is the mutual coherence between the atoms within a 
dictionary block, is defined as:
g^h
rii = max max j.— —r ; m (5.10)
i g,h€A[*],g#h II g II2 II h  II2
where g and h are dissimilar atoms of a dictionary block. ■
For each block of the dictionary to represent a signal sparsely, its intra-block coherence 
measure should be as low as possible [144]. We achieve this by finding the block 
containing left leading singular vectors of the input signal which are orthonormal and 
hence incoherent. For each block to be incoherent with the other block, a lower bound 
for the maximum inter-block coherence is given by [145] :
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We build up an n-mode block dictionary comprising of the n-mode blocks of 
atoms of all the classes representing their respective subspaces. Hence an n-mode 
block dictionary is represented as in (5.6). Each individual block A^^)[%] inside A^”  ^ is 
built up by finding the leading left singular vectors of the n-mode unfolded input 
tensor YL\ of class 2 , i.e.
a W[*] =  51/D(Y‘„ ,.m ; )  (5.12)
where 2  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  C is the block as well as the class index of a signal.
5.5.2 Block Sparse Core Tensor
The second part of our methodology is to obtain block sparse core tensor where clusters 
of non-zero values are located in the sub-tensors that constitute the blocks inside the 
core tensor. Hence we define block sparse representation in terms of the block dictio­
naries as:
D efin ition 4 (Tensor Structured Block Sparsity):
An N-order input signal Y G ]^hxh-x-^N jg ^-block sparse with respect to the n-mode 
block dictionaries A^^) G R^^xMn^ (n =  1 , . . . ,  iV), if it admits a TUCKER representa­
tion based only on the blocks of each dictionary A^” [^2 ] G that generates a block
sparse core tensor X  G R ^ i x ^ 2 x - x M n  composed of blocks [ X [l] . . . Xf i ]  . . .  X[k] ] 
in such a way that
X(i] =  X(Mj ,JWj, . . . ,M |, )  5^0 (5.13)
for k < C,  where X[i] € and C is the total number of classes. The
sparsity of each block is given by s* =  s | x S2  x • • • x where is the n-mode sparsity 
of the 2 -th block. H
To find the structured block sparse core tensor, we generalize OMP for vectors/matrices 
to Block Tensor OMP (BT-OMP) for block sparse tensors. Our algorithm is different 
from the TOMP in the sense that it only computes sparse blocks corresponding to the 
dictionary blocks while TOMP computes block for the whole dictionary. Moreover, 
TOMP uses Cholesky factorization for the calculation of non-zero coefficients while we
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use least squares solution. In this algorithm, the core tensor X is determined with a 
block sparse structure, similar to the one shown in Figure 5.1.
The algorithm starts by first finding the block in the n-mode dictionaries which is max­
imally correlated with the residual R initialized to the input tensor Y. This is found 
by locating the block containing an atom which has the highest correlation with the 
residual. It might be possible that in a dictionary belonging to mode-1, a maximally 
correlated atom is found in block i while in mode- 2  dictionary, block j  is selected as 
the one containing the highly correlated atom. Since we assume that all the block dic­
tionaries have similar structure of class-specific blocks, we only select block i for all the 
n-mode dictionaries if highly correlated atoms are found in block i. soutcorresponding 
to any mode of the dictionary. The index i for the highly correlated block is found by:
i* = arg max |R Xi X2  • • • x^v A '^^^^[z]| (5.14)
where is the index of the block at iteration t having an atom which has maximum 
correlation with the input signal.
From the chosen block of the dictionary, dictionary atoms which are maximally corre­
lated with the residual tensor are chosen by:
{m {,...,m % } = aTg max ‘ |R Xi A(^)^[2 *](:, mi) X2  • • • x^v A^^^^[2 ]^(:, miv)| (5.15)
TTT-l
where m„, (n =  1 , . . . ,  Y) is the index of the atom in the z-th block of the n-mode 
dictionary and A(:,m) is the Matlab notation to access specific columns of matrix A. 
These selected atoms of a block generate corresponding blocks in the core tensor.
After t iterations, the selected indices of blocks and the atoms therein are combined to 
make the n-mode dictionary blocks [z^ ] G as follows:
BW[i‘] =  A(”)[i‘J(:,7W);) (5.16)
where M ’^  4= Mil* *’ U [mj,] is the set of indices of atoms belonging to the i-th block
and (:, •) shows the Matlab notation to access specific columns of a matrix.
These n-mode dictionary blocks with a reduced number of atoms are then used to find 
the core tensor. In vector form, the formulation of the problem for the calculation of
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the core tensor E can be represented as:
e =  argmin 0  • • • 0  -  y | | |  (5.17)
where y G R ^ ,(I  = Il^=i-^n) is the vectorized form of the input tensor Y, e G 
where {m = Y in= i'^n) is the vectorized form of E and B^ )^ [z^ ] is defined in 
equation 5.16. The overall algorithm for BT-OMP is given in Algorithm 5.1.
A lgorithm  5.1; B T -O M P _________________________________________________
Task: Find block sparse representation Y =  X Xi A^ ^^  X2  A^ ^^  • • • Xjv A "^^ ) with 
X =  [ X[l] X[2] . . .  X[C] ] and X[z] =  X (M |, . . . ,  M ^) such that
— 0 V (zTZi, . . . , ZTZjv) ^  iV[^  X . . .  X , Z 1, . . . , C*.
X =  E.
R equire: The n-mode block dictionaries A^ ^^  G R^rixMn^ for n =  1, . . . ,  Y, having 
dictionary blocks A^” [^z] G the input signal Y, the maximum number of
non-zero coefficients tmax < in a block X[z], and the tolerance e.
O u tp u t: X =  E and {6  ^ ] z G {1, . . . ,  C}} where bi is the index of the z-th element in 
set b.
In itia liza tion : 6  — 0, =  0, R =  Y, X =  0, t =  l;
w hile (|6 | < C and HR||f > () do
1 . Find block index z* from (5.14).
2. Select indices of atoms in the n-mode dictionary blocks z* using (5.15).
3. 6 ‘ 4= U i‘, M i  4= Mi'~*'' U K„], B<")[i‘] =  X i ') ,  for all
n =  1 , . . . ,  Y;
4. e =  argminu H(B^ '^^ [z*] 0  • • • 0  B^ )^[z*])u -  ylH, and tensorise e to E[z*] ;
5. R =  Y-E[z*]  X i B ^ M  X2  "  XatB(^)[z*];
6 . 6  =  6 4 - 1 ;
end  w hile
re tu rn  6 , E;________________________ _____________________ ________________
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Equation (5.17) in Step 4 of the Algorithm 5.1 is solved to find e. This solution provides 
the coefficients of the core tensor E that is used to update the residual, as follows:
R =  Y -  E[î‘] Xi X2 • • • xjv B(")[i*j (5.18)
For the given n-mode block dictionaries, the core tensor is calculated with block sparsity 
until the stopping criterion is reached.
The solution of the minimization problem of (5.17) in Step 4 can be determined in 
different ways. Since, in vector form, the signal in terms of dictionary blocks can be 
approximated by:
ÿ =  (B<^)[i‘] ® . . .  0 B(i)[i‘])e (5.19)
Let B — 0  ■. ■ 0  then (5.19) can be written as:
ÿ =  B e (5.20)
the least squares solution for this problem is given by
e =  |B ^B ]- 'B y  (5 .2 1 )
Equation (5.21) can be written as [B^Bje =  By. Using tensor properties described in
Chapter 2, this vector form can be represented in tensor form as
E x i B(^)^B(^) xg " xjv =  Y Xi B( )^ xg - - xjv (5.22)
In unfolded matrix form, (5.22) is written as
b(i)Tb(i)E(^^(b(^)^B(^) 0  . • • 0  =  bW Y (i)(b(^) 0  • • • 0  B^^))^ (5.23)
Let us define =  E Xi 1 Xg Xg - - Xjv and Q =  Y Xi B^ )^ Xg
• • • Xjv B^'^^ then we can write (5.23) as:
B «^bW p<;] =  Q(1 ) (5.24)
where p!J! and Qj,, are the mode-1 unfolded forms of p(^) and Q, respectively. This
can be solved by
P<;j =  [B«'VB(')]t Q(„ (5.25)
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where f is the pseudo-inverse. Now the solution of can be used to write its mode-2 
unfolded form as:
0  . - - 0  B(^)^B(^) 0 1) (5.26)
and
p(i) =  ^{ 2 )T^{2 ) p(2) (5.27)
where p(^) =  E Xi I Xg I Xg X4  • • • Xjv and again pj^j is the
mode- 2  unfolded form of P^ ^^  which can be solved by multiplying the pseudo-inverse 
of B(^)^B(^) with P^gj as done for the solution of p |jj  in equation (5.25).
In this way, by repeating this procedure N  times, we finally find E(jv) which gives the
coefficient values of the core tensor.
5.6 E xperim ental R esu lts
In this section, we investigate the performance of our proposed algorithm for face and 
digit recognition. In face recognition, the comparison is made between our proposed 
algorithm and the other state-of-the-art sparse representation and dictionary learning 
based classification algorithms which are based on vector/matrix data. In the second 
experiment, we apply our proposed method for digit recognition in comparison with 
GT-G, presented in Chapter 4.
5.6.1 Face R ecognition
We compare the performance of our proposed classification system with other state 
of the art sparse dictionary learning based classification methods. These algorithms 
include Block Sparse Representation Classification [21] (B-SRC), Sparse Representation 
Classification (SRC) [46] and the Nearest Subspace (NS) [146]. All of these algorithms 
work on vector/matrix data.
In B-SRC, each test signal is represented in terms of sparse blocks as given in (5.2) 
and (5.3) respectively, with an underlying block dictionary. We denote the B-SRC
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classification result based upon (5.2) by ^.nd the one on (5.3) by A label
is assigned to the test signal based upon (5.5). For q = 1, equation (5.2) represents 
the SRC method where the signal representation as well as the classification is based 
upon sparse representation in terms of atoms rather than blocks. In Figure 5.3, the 
classification result based upon SRC method is shown by . In the NS method, 
a signal is classified by first finding the projection residual from the test signal to the 
class-specific subspaces which are spanned by the principal eigenvectors of the training 
samples of their corresponding classes. The test signal is then assigned to the class 
with the smallest residual among all classes.
We evaluate our proposed algorithm on the Extended Yale B database [147]. The 
Extended Yale B database consists of 2414 frontal face images of C =  38 subjects. For 
each subject, there are approximately 64 images of size 192 x 168. These images are 
captured under various laboratory controlled lighting conditions.
For this database, we first find the n-mode block dictionaries wherein each block repre­
sents the subspace of each class. For C = 38 subjects, we have 38 blocks of the dictio­
nary. For this purpose, the database images are first down-sampled from 192 x 168 to 
96 X  84 as the same down-sampling was applied in the original experiments of competing 
algorithms. The down-sampled images are then stacked together to make a 3-D input 
tensor of size 96 x 84 x I 3 , where I 3  G {9, 18, 25, 32}, depending upon the varying 
number of signals used to train the dictionary. The size of each dictionary block is 
I n  X = I n  X 32, i.e., for each mode, we select only 32 left leading eigenvectors of 
the n-mode unfolded input tensor. The core tensor to be calculated is of size Mn = In 
with M^ =  32.
The classification performance of block based sparse representation is dependent upon 
fixed mode block sparsity, P\i] = Sn[^]/Ml^. The fixed mode block sparsity selects the 
number of atoms in each dictionary block which controls the density of non-zero values 
in each block of a core tensor and hence affects the classification performance. The 
effect of block mode sparsity P\i] on classification performance for different number of 
training samples is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2 shows that for fixed block size M^, the performance of the face recognition
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Figure 5.2: Face recognition rates of BT-OMP with varying block sparsity.
system changes with /3[i]. We perform this experiment for different number of training 
signals I 3 , i.e. [9 , 18, 25, 32], in such a way that the set of training and testing signals 
is the same for different values of /3[zj. The figure shows that beyond ^[i] =  0.6, the 
fixed mode sparsity becomes less effective for signal classification. Hence we select 
I5 [i] =  0.62 within each block of the core tensor for other experiments.
With these settings, we run our proposed algorithm for a different number of training 
signals for each class, i.e. [9, 18, 25, 32] in such a way that the training and testing
data of each class do not overlap. We also run the experiment for other algorithms with 
the same amount of training data. For all other vector/ matrix based algorithms, the 
down-sampled images are first converted to vectors. Those image-vectors are projected 
to the first 132 principal components of the training data covariance matrix. The choice 
of 132 is made by following the strategy of the base-line method [2 1 ] that gives best 
classification result. For the chosen training samples with the rest of the dataset signals 
used as testing samples, we run 1 0  trials of our experiment for all the methods and 
the average classification results are shown in Figure 5.3, hence these results are also 
statistically significant. In this figure, the label with name BT-OMP represents our 
proposed algorithm.
This figure shows that the tensor based decomposition along with block dictionary and 
block sparse core tensor has superior classification performance over its vector/matrix
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Figure 5.3: Classification rates of different algorithms for a different number of training 
examples.
based counter-part as well as other state-of-the-art algorithms. One of the possible 
reasons for the tensor method to be better than the matrix based method is the n- 
mode dictionaries which keep the images information along horizontal, vertical and 
lateral dimensions and this information is used to find the coefficients blocks in the 
core tensor while in case of matrix based methods, information only in one dimension 
(usually vertical) is available in the dictionaries.
5.6.2 D igit R ecognition
For digit recognition, we use the same MNIST data set that was used in the experiments 
of Chapter 4. We use the same settings of the training /  test data as those used before. 
As in face recognition experiment, we first investigate the effect of the fixed mode block 
sparsity on the classification performance with = 32. For different values of P[i], 
the performance of digit recognition is shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 shows that for fixed M^, variation in fixed mode block sparsity effect the digit 
recognition rates. However, for higher values of /3[f], changes in recognition accuracy 
become less prominent. Hence we choose ft[i] = 0.6 for our experiments because a 
greater value will introduce a higher computational load.
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Effect of block m od e sparsity on digit recognition
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Figure 5.4: Effect of block mode sparsity on digit recognition
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of digit recognition performance between BT-OMP and GT- 
G. (a) Classification performance of BT-OMP and GT-G for clean test data, (b) 
Classification performance of BT-OMP and GT-G for noisy test data.
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Digits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 96.84 0.51 0.82 0 0 . 2 0.71 0.31 0.41 0 . 2 0
1 0 98.59 0.18 0.09 0.35 0.18 0.09 0.44 0.09 0
2 0.29 0 93.80 1.84 0.78 1.45 0 . 6 8 0.78 0.29 0 . 1
3 0 2 0 0 3.47 89.31 0 4.46 0 0.4 0.89 1.29
4 0.31 1 . 2 2 0 . 1 0 93.58 0.4 0.4 0.51 0 . 1 3.36
5 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 1 0.90 3.92 0.34 91.22 0.45 0 . 2 2 2.24 0.31
6 0.84 0.63 0.31 0 . 1 0.84 1.36 95.51 0 0.42 0
7 0.29 0.49 1.46 0.39 0.39 1.17 0 94.75 0.19 0 . 8 8
8 0.51 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.51 2.67 0.51 0 . 1 89.84 3.08
9 0.59 0.50 0.50 0.40 2 . 6 8 1.19 0 . 1 6.24 1.78 86.03
Table 5.1: Confusion matrix for digit recognition using BT-OMP algorithm.
The classification performance of our proposed system based upon BT-OMP is then 
compared with that of the GT-G algorithm discussed in Chater 4. The classification 
result is shown in Figure 5.5(a).
This figure shows that the classification based upon the block sparsity of the core 
tensor has a bit lower performance as compared to GT-G and more lower than GT- 
D, as the results form Chapter 4 can directly be applied here. However this may 
be due to the fact that the blocks of the dictionary are not highly incoherent to one 
another as tested in some of our pilot experiments which allows overlap of the signal 
energies corresponding to different classes. Hence there is a need to carefully design 
the dictionary blocks that should not only have high intra-block incoherence but also 
high inter-block incoherence. A confusion matrix of digit recognition for BT-OMP is 
also shown below for comprehension purpose.
We also compare the classification performance of BT-OMP with GT-G in Figure 5.5(b) 
with the same settings as was done in Chapter 4. This figure also shows that BT-OMP 
does not perform well as compared to GT-G in the presence of noise.
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5.7 Sum m ary
In this chapter, we introduced the concept of structured block sparsity for tensors 
with an underlying block dictionary. The experiments have shown that this notion 
introduces a discriminative feature to the signal structure that helps to improve the 
classification performances. The results confirm the supremacy of tensor based struc­
tures over vector/matrix based methods and comparable performance with tensor based 
method (GT-G) particularly for classification applications with the exception to noisy 
conditions.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis demonstrates the application and development of dictionary learning tech­
niques for classification, for lower as well as higher dimensional data. These techniques, 
which are originally designed for sparse representation, are used to generate new fea­
tures, extending them for high dimensional data with sparse representation, exploiting 
data-spread information to enhance the dictionaries discerning ability and inducing new 
structures in the sparse representation of high dimensional data to promote discrimi­
native ability and improving classification performances. These can be summarised as 
follows:
• We have proposed the use of dictionary learning methods for the extraction of 
sparse coefficients along-with pooling techniques to represent multiple-frame long 
audio signal in a compact single vector. This sparse pooled feature, summarizing 
whole signal as a single feature vector gives high classification performance over 
conventional non-pooled audio features.
• We have developed a dictionary learning algorithm for higher order data, i.e. 
tensor, to represent it sparsely, in terms of its factors, the core tensor and the 
n-mode dictionaries. Experiments show that the sparse core tensor having block 
sparsity coupled with n-mode dictionaries models class-specific transformation
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matrices (classifiers) that outperforms other state-of-the-art tensor decomposition 
algorithms.
• Extending the dictionary learning algorithm developed for sparse tensor repre­
sentation to learn more discriminative dictionaries by incorporating data-spread 
information measure by the Fisher criterion in the dictionary learning process. 
These discriminative n-mode dictionaries further improve the classification per­
formance over other tensor dictionary learning algorithms in our experiments.
• Proposing the tensor dictionary learning based classification based upon blocks of 
atoms rather that single atoms. We propose a block sparse representation based 
algorithm that represents the input tensor in terms of block sparse core tensor 
with the underlying n-mode block dictionaries which use block sparse represen­
tation for signal classification. This method outperforms the matrix based block 
sparse classification methods for face recognition.
6.2 Future W ork
There are many directions to which the suggested methods can be further extended. For 
example, in Chapter 4, we developed tensor dictionary learning with structured sparse 
representation, where only local optimization is given. Hence there is need for finding 
its global solution or finding convex approximations to the inter-class and intra-class 
terms added to the objective function.
In our proposed GT-G/GT-D algorithms, we have used greedy approach to find out the 
sparse core tensor while learning tensor dictionaries. A recently introduced approached 
is based upon Bayesian frame-work which has been applied in the vector/matrix based 
methods and can be used for tensor methods. This Sparse Bayesian Learning (SBL) 
approach exploits the intra-block correlation in representation coefficients and improves 
the sparse representation even when the dictionary atoms have high coherence.
In Chapter 5, we investigated the role of block sparsity in the case of tensors. The 
dictionaries provided for such sparse representation are block based which are computed 
for each class a-priori in an off-line manner. This method can be extended to take into
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account the block dictionary learning as a part of the dictionary learning algorithm 
based upon the block structure of the core tensor.
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